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Stress, Fatigue and Clearance Analysis Calculations for the 1200 Ton Steel Die 

Powder-Compaction Press 

 
1) Stress and Fatigue Calculations for the Die Components 

Simple hand calculations were performed to evaluate stresses due to a 20,000 psi internal pressure in the 

12 inch die and its 10 inch insert, as well as in the 8 inch die and its 6 and 4.25 inch inserts.  The pressure 

was conservatively assumed to propagate hydrostatically to the side wall of the die or insert.  Stress and 

strain formulas for thick wall cylinders were used in all cases.  Stresses resulting from a uniform internal 

radial pressure q are maximum at the inner radius and are given by [1]: 
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where σ2 is the maximum hoop or circumferential stress, σ3 is the maximum radial stress, σ23 is the maximum 

shear stress, q is the internal pressure load, a is the outside radius and b the inside radius. 

The changes in the radii a and b, respectively Δa and Δb due to the internal pressure loading are the 

following [1]: 
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where E is the Young’s modulus and ν, the Poisson’s ratio of the cylinder. 

 
Depending on the clearance between a particular insert and the main die inner sleeve, it may not take 

20,000 psi to flush the insert against the inner sleeve.  In this case, a two step calculation is needed.  First, we 
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calculate the pressure q1, required to close the clearance to the main die cylinder.  In that first stage, the insert 

deforms without any external support.  Stresses and deformations are given by Eqs. (1) through (5) (a and b 

are the outside and inside radius of the insert).  Once the insert is flushed against the inner sleeve, the insert 

and the inner sleeve deform together in response to an internal pressure equal to the difference between 

20,000 psi and q1.  Stresses and deformations are again predicted using Eqs. (1) through (5), this time with a 

being the outer radius of the inner sleeve, and b being the inner radius of the insert.  The maximum 

stresses/deformations due to the 20,000 psi pressure loading are the sum of the stresses/deformations at each 

load step, i.e. resulting from a 0 to q1 pressure loading and from a q1 to 20,000 psi pressure loading.   

Die components dimensions and assumed insert clearances to the corresponding main die cylinder are 

given in Table 1.  All dimensions and tolerances were read from drawings [2] submitted by the vendor, 

Accudyne, on January 25, 2006.    The minimum diameter clearance between each insert and the main die 

cylinder is set to .005”.  The maximum diameter clearance depicted on the drawings is .009 inch.  Two more 

hypothetical cases are also examined (see Table 2): a diameter clearance of .012 inch and .007 inch.  All die 

components are made of a special tooling steel, FX-XTRA (heat-treated to a temper of 1) manufactured by 

A. Finkl & Sons Co [3].  The chemical composition of FX-XTRA is similar to 4340, except for a slightly 

higher carbon content (.5% compared to .4% for 4340) and a higher chromium content (1.15% compared to 

0.8%) (see Appendix A for FX-XTRA material data sheet). 

Note that the ratio between the inside radius and the wall thickness of every die cylinder (the 12 inch 

main die, the 8 inch main die or their inserts) is well below 10, which justifies using an approximation for 

thick wall cylinders, as described above (Eqs. 1 to 5). 

 
 Diameter clearance between 

die insert and die inner 
sleeve as shown in drawings 

Die 
component 

Outside 
diameter 

(inch) 

Inside 
diameter 

(inch) 

Wall 
thickness 

(inch) 

Minimum 
(inch) 

Maximum 
(inch) 

12” sleeve 18.000 12.000 3.000 N/A N/A 

10” insert 11.995 10.000 0.998 .005 .009 

8” sleeve 14.000 8.000 3.000 N/A N/A 

6” insert 7.995 6.000 0.998 .005 .009 

4.25” insert 7.995 4.250 1.873 .005 .009 

Table 1.  Die components dimensions and insert clearances with the main die cylinder. 
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Stresses and deformations for the 12 and 8 inch sleeves and their inserts were calculated using Mathcad 

(see Appendix B) according to the method described above.  The equivalent Von Mises stress was calculated 

and compared to the yield strength of FX-XTRA steel at operating temperature (120oC) [3] to evaluate a 

safety factor based on yield (see Appendix A for yield strength data).  Table 2 summarizes the Von Mises 

stress for all the cases.  A pressure lower than 20,000 psi will flush all but the 4.25” insert against the main 

die, as indicated in Table 2.  Note that any effect due to thermal expansion was neglected because there is no 

reason to expect significant temperature differences between components as the powder and the die inserts 

are pre-heated before operation. 

 
Case Diameter clearance 

between insert and 
die inner sleeve 

(inserts only) 

Flushed with 
Inner sleeve? 
(inserts only) 

Von Mises Stress (psi) SF relative to 
171 ksi Yield 

Strength 

12” die N/A N/A 89,621 1.9 

 
.012” Yes 101,542 1.7 

10” insert .009” Yes 93,967 1.8 
 .007” Yes 88,930 1.9 
 .005” Yes 83,906 2.0 

8” die N/A N/A 73,386 2.3 

 
.012” Yes 106,418 1.6 

6” insert .009” Yes 94,739 1.8 
 .007”  Yes 86,983 2.0 
 .005” Yes 79,260 2.2 

 .012”* No 68,739 2.5 
4” insert .009”* No 68,739 2.5 

 .007”*  No 68,739 2.5 
 .005”* No 68,739 2.5 

 * Since clearance does not close, stresses are identical for these 4 cases. 

Table 2. Equivalent Von Mises stress resulting from a 20,000 psi pressure loading. 

 
Based on manufacturer data, the yield strength of FX-XTRA, heat-treated to a temper of 1 is about 171 

ksi at 248oF (120oC), assuming a linear decrease in yield strength between 80oF and 300oF [3].  Using this 

value yields safety factors of 1.9 and 2.3 for the 12 and 8 inch die, respectively.  A clearance (on diameter) of 

.009” between every insert and the main die cylinder gives a minimum safety factor of 1.8.  Reducing the 

clearance to .007” gives a safety factor of 1.9 for the 10 inch insert and a safety factor of 2 and above for the 

6 and 4.25 inch inserts.  Table 2 shows that a maximum clearance of .012” is not recommended since the 

safety factors for the 10 and 6 inch inserts drop to 1.7 and 1.6, respectively.  Increasing or decreasing the 

tolerance between the 8 inch main die and the 4.25 inch insert does not have any impact on the Von Mises 
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stress since the insert radial deformations due to a 20,000 psi pressure loading are smaller than the minimum 

clearance.  As a result, the clearance does not close and the insert walls are resisting the internal pressure 

without the assistance of the main die.  It should also be emphasized that in the calculations shown above, no 

credit was taken for the extra support that the outer die sleeve might provide. 

Given the maximum Von Mises stress, we can estimate the maximum number of cycles that each 

component can withstand using design fatigue data from the ASME code Section III [4].  Because of the lack 

of existing data on fatigue behavior for FX-XTRA, generic data for low alloy steel were used.  Nevertheless, 

these data should be appropriate for design purposes since FX-XTRA has a chemical composition close to 

4340 steel.  The number of cycles for each case is based upon an alternating stress that is equal to half the 

Von Mises stress listed above.  With a .009” maximum clearance (on diameter) between each insert and the 

corresponding main die cylinder, all components should be able to endure at least 6,200 cycles.  If the 

maximum clearance is decreased to .007”, the number of cycles that the components could endure rises from 

6,200 to 8,900 cycles.  Note that if a .012” diameter clearance is allowed, the 10 and 6 inch inserts will not 

meet the minimum requirement of 5,000 cycles as they can only endure 4,400 and 3,600 cycles, respectively.  

Note that these results are conservative as the fatigue data used are for materials with ultimate strengths of 

130 ksi or lower and already incorporate a factor of safety of 2 on stress or 20 on cycles, whichever is the 

lowest. 

 

 
Case Diameter clearance 

between insert and die inner 
sleeve (inserts only) 

Alternating Stress (ksi) Number of cycles allowed 

12” die N/A 44.8 8,900 

 
.012” 50.8 4,400 

10” insert .009” 47.0 6,600 
 .007” 44.5 9,300 
 .005” 42.0 12,900 

8” die N/A 36.7 18,900 

 
.012” 53.2 3,600 

6” insert .009” 47.4 6,200 
 .007” 43.5 10,800 
 .005” 39.6 15,200 

 
.012” 34.4 24,300 

4” insert .009” 34.4 24,300 
 .007” 34.4 24,300 
 .005” 34.4 24,300 

Table 3. Allowable number of cycles. 
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2) Stress on Bronze Lower Punch 

During normal operation, spacers may or may not be used depending on the desired height of the 

compacted powder cylinder.  Without spacers, the top surface of the lower punch will be subjected to the 

20,000 psi pressure loading.  This load may lead to undesirably high stresses in the vicinity of a small groove 

where an o-ring sits, very close to the top surface.   

To assess stresses in this area, a finite element (FE) model of the 12 inch die lower punch was built using 

a commercial code, ABAQUS 6.5.  The model is a 2-D axisymmetric representation of the lower punch.  

Figure 1 shows the model geometry and boundary conditions.  A pressure of 20,000 psi is applied on the top 

surface, while the bottom surface is fixed.   

 

 

.375” 

.38” 

.235” 20,000 psi 

4” 

5.995” 

Fig 1. 12 inch-die lower punch, FE model geometry and boundary conditions. 
 

Linear quad elements are used throughout the model.  The average element size is .01”.  Standard 

material properties for AMPCO Bronze are used in the analysis.  The Young’s modulus is set to 15,954 psi 

[5] (see Appendix C for AMPCO 25 material data sheet) and the Poisson’s ratio is set to 0.31, a typical value 

for copper bronze [6] (see Appendix C).   
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Because AMPCO 25 can be considered a brittle material, standard failure criteria such as Von Mises 

cannot be applied here.  Instead, the maximum principal stress theory or Rankine criterion will be used.  This 

criterion states that the material will yield when one of the principal stresses reaches either the uniaxial yield 

strength from a tensile test or the uniaxial compression strength.  The tension and compression yield 

strengths listed by the manufacturer are 72.5 ksi [6] and 100 ksi [5], respectively, at room temperature.  The 

ultimate tensile and compressive strengths at room temperature listed by AMPCO are the following: 72.5 ksi 

[6] and 225 ksi [5] at room temperature.  Note that tensile yield strength is listed for a 0.5% permanent set 

deformation, while the compression yield strength is listed for a 0.1% permanent set (see Appendix C).  For 

design purposes at 120oC, the manufacturer recommended using 85% of the listed values [6], which leads to 

tensile and compressive yield strengths of 62 and 85 ksi, respectively, and ultimate tensile and compressive 

strengths of 62 and 191 ksi, respectively. 

Figures 2 and 3 show the maximum and minimum principal stress distribution due to the 20,000 psi 

pressure loading for the 12 inch-die lower punch.   

 
Fig. 2.  12 inch-die lower punch, maximum (tensile) principal stress (psi) distribution due to pressure 

loading. 
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Fig. 3.  12 inch-die lower punch, minimum (compressive) principal stress (psi) distribution due to 

pressure loading (note negative sign;  dark blue indicates highest stress). 

 

 
As depicted in the figures, the maximum tensile stress is about 25 ksi, while the maximum compressive 

stress is 155 ksi.  Comparing these two stress levels to the yield strength in tension and compression of 

AMPCO 25 at 120oC suggests that the lower punch bronze will start yielding since the maximum principal 

compressive stress is greater than the compressive yield strength.  Failure is unlikely to occur though since 

the maximum principal stress in compression is still below the ultimate compressive strength (191 ksi at 

120oC), and yielding will be limited to small regions near the inside corners of the o-ring groove. 

The stresses in the groove area can be lowered by relocating the seal further down from the top surface 

or/and adding a fillet to the groove radius.  For the 12”, 10” and 8” die configurations, the top of the groove 

can only be moved down to about 0.75” from the top surface (see drawings AC-06008-3, AC-06012-3 and 

AC-06019-4) since the lower punch is only 4-inch tall.  Figures 4 and 5 show the maximum and minimum 

principal stress distributions for this case.  The maximum tensile stress decreases from 25 to 9 ksi, while the 

maximum compressive stress decreases from 155 to 109 ksi, which is still above the estimated compressive 

yield strength of AMPCO 25 at 120oC.  
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Fig. 4. 12 inch-die lower punch with groove at .75” from the top surface, maximum (tensile) principal 
stress distribution (psi) due to pressure loading in groove area. 

 

 

Fig. 5. 12 inch-die lower punch with groove at .75” from the top surface, minimum (compressive) 
principal stress (psi) distribution due to pressure loading in groove area (note negative sign;  
dark blue indicates highest stress). 
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Adding a small fillet (.07” radius) to the groove as shown on Fig. 6 can reduce the stresses further as 

shown in Figs. 7 and 8.  The maximum tensile and compressive stresses predicted by the FE model are 8 and 

91 ksi, respectively. These stress levels lead to a safety factor of 8 on the tensile yield strength but are still 

slightly above compressive yield strength at 0.1% permanent set.  However, since the compressive stresses 

occur in a minute area and that AMPCO 25 is more “ductile” in compression than in tension, they should be 

acceptable. 

 

 

 
 

.75” 

.375” 

.235” 

R 0.070” 

Fig. 6. Proposed groove geometry (.75” from the top surface and a .07” fillet radius added) 
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Fig. 7.  12 inch-die lower punch with groove at .75” from the top surface and a .07” fillet radius, 

maximum (tensile) principal stress (psi) distribution due to pressure loading in groove area. 

 

 

 
Fig. 8.  12 inch-die lower punch with groove at .75” from the top surface and a .07” fillet radius, 

minimum (compressive) principal stress (psi) distribution due to pressure loading in groove 
area (note negative sign;  dark blue indicates highest stress). 
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Similar results can be expected for the 10 and 8 inch die configurations since the lower punches are 

identical except for the diameter which decreases from 11.990” to 9.990” for the 10 inch die (drawing AC-

06012-3) and to 7.990” for the 8 inch die (drawing AC-06019-4).  The lower punch for the 6” die has a 

diameter of 5.99” and is taller than the one used in the other three die configurations (drawing AC-06023-2).  

Nevertheless, the groove geometry is the same and similar stress levels are expected.  Maximum tensile and 

compressive principal stress for these three die configurations with a groove located .75” from the top 

surface and a .07” fillet radius are listed in Table 4.   

Slightly lower stresses in the groove area are expected for the 4.25” die since the groove depth is slightly 

lower than the groove depth used in the other four configurations (0.183” instead of 0.235”, see drawing AC-

06027-02), which will lower the shear stress.  Table 4 shows the maximum tensile and compressive principal 

stress for the 4.25” die for a groove located at .75” from the top surface and a .05” fillet radius (note the 

smaller radius). 

 

Case Max. tensile principal stress (ksi) Max. compressive principal stress (ksi) 

10” die 8 83 

8” die 8 85 

6” die 8 85 

4.25” die 6* 81* 

* A fillet radius of .05” is assumed for the 4.25” die. 

Table 4.  Maximum tensile and compressive principal stresses for the 10, 8, 6 and 4.25 inch die 
configurations. 

 

For all configurations, the stress levels in the lower punch are below the tensile and compressive yield 

strengths of AMPCO 25 at 120oC and lead to safety factors of 8 on the tensile yield strength and 1 on the 

compressive yield strength at 0.1% permanent set.  They are therefore deemed acceptable. 
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3) Clearance Analysis 

Several parts such as the inner and outer die sleeves, the vacuum shroud and the bronze parts (i.e., the 

upper and lower punch and the spacers) were checked for potential interferences. 

3.1 Inner die to outer die sleeve 

The inner die sleeve is made of FX-XTRA steel (temper 1), while the outer die sleeve is made of 304 

stainless steel (304 SST).  As a result, the clearance between the inner die sleeve and the outer die sleeve 

must accommodate both mechanical deformations of the inner die sleeve due to the 20,000 psi internal 

pressure and the difference in thermal expansion between the two parts.  The minimum radial clearance 

between the outer and the inner sleeve, , to avoid interference is given by: 1Δ

,1 mechanicalithermaliithermaloo rrrrr Δ−Δ−−Δ+=Δ         (6) 

where is the minimum inner radius of the outer die sleeve, is the maximum outer radius of the inner die 

sleeve,  is the radial deformation of the outer sleeve due to thermal expansion,  is the radial 

deformation of the inner sleeve due to thermal expansion, and 

or ir

thermalorΔ thermalirΔ

mechanicalirΔ  is the radial deformation of the 

inner sleeve due to the 20,000 psi pressure loading.  Thermal expansions of the outer and inner sleeve are 

given by: 

,Trr oothermalo Δ=Δ α            (7) 

and 

,Trr iithermali Δ=Δ α            (8) 

where oα and iα are the thermal expansion coefficients of the outer and inner die sleeve, respectively, and 

is the temperature difference between the state at which the parts were dimensioned (25TΔ oC) and the 

operating temperature (120oC) [7].  The coefficient of thermal expansion for the outer sleeve is assumed to 

be 9.89x10-6 in/in/oF [8], while the coefficient of thermal expansion for the inner sleeve is taken to be 6.6 

x10-6 in/in/oF [3, Appendix A].  The radial deformation of the inner sleeve was previously calculated for each 

insert and die configuration (see Appendix B).  

The minimum clearance was calculated for each insert/die configuration using Eq. (6).  All dimensions 

were read from drawings provided by Accudyne [2].  Detailed calculations for each case are shown in 

Appendix D.   
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Calculations showed that the diameter clearance between the inner and outer sleeves is acceptable 

(ranges from .004” to .011”) for all cases but the 12” die case (no insert).  In this case, the inner die sleeve 

will be flushed against the outer die sleeve.  It is recommended that the inner diameter of the outer die sleeve 

be increased by 0.010 inch to alleviate this problem (the nominal dimension should be 18.015 inch instead of 

18.005 as shown on drawing AC-06005-1).  This would lead to a diameter clearance between the inner and 

outer sleeve under load of .005” for the 12” die and .017” for the 10” die configuration (the outer die sleeve 

is common to the 12” and the 10” die set). 

 

3.2 Outer die sleeve to vacuum shroud 

Both the outer die sleeve and the vacuum shroud are made of 304 SST.  The minimum radial clearance 

between the vacuum shroud and the outer die sleeve should accommodate the thermal expansion of both 

parts providing that the outer die sleeve does not participate in resisting any forces due to pressing of the 

powder as specified in [7].  Note that this implies that there is enough clearance between the inner and outer 

die sleeves so that the inner sleeve does not flush against the outer die sleeve.  The minimum radial clearance 

between the vacuum shroud and the outer die sleeve, 2Δ  is given by: 

,2 thermalouterouterthermalshroudshroud rrrr Δ−−Δ+=Δ        (9) 

where is the minimum inner radius of the vacuum shroud, is the maximum outer radius of the 

outer die sleeve,  is the radial deformation of the inner radius of the vacuum shroud due to 

thermal expansion, and  is the radial deformation of the outer radius of the outer sleeve due to 

thermal expansion.  Thermal expansions of the vacuum shroud and the outer die sleeve are given by: 

shroudr outerr

thermalshroudrΔ

thermalouterrΔ

,304 shroudSSTshroudthermalshroud Trr Δ=Δ α   (10) 

and 

,304 outerSSTouterthermalouter Trr Δ=Δ α  (11) 

where SST304α is the thermal expansion coefficient of 304 SST (9.89 x10-6 in/in/oF) and TΔ is the 

temperature difference between the state at which the parts were dimensioned (25oC) and their operating 

temperatures. 

Two cases were examined: case 1 assumes that both parts will be at an operating temperature of 120oC 

and case 2 assumes that the vacuum shroud will be “cold”, in case of a loss of heating of the upper heating 
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plate, for example.  In case 2, the temperature of the vacuum shroud is set to 0oC.  Detailed calculations for 

both cases are shown in Appendix D. 

Because both parts have the same coefficient of thermal expansion and will be, under normal operating 

conditions, maintained at the same temperature, clearance between parts is not an issue (0.005” diameter 

clearance).  If the vacuum shroud were to loose heating, there would be an interference between the two 

parts.  It is recommended to systematically monitor the temperature of these two parts before operation.  A 

safer option would be to increase the vacuum shroud inner diameter by .045”.  This would lead to clearances 

of .007” for the 12 and 8 inch die set and .016” for the smaller die sets (see Appendix D).  Note that if the 

outer die sleeve alone was to loose heating, clearance between the two parts would increase from case 1 and 

therefore would not be a problem. 

 

3.3 Bronze parts to inner die sleeve 

The lower and upper punches as well as the spacers are made of AMPCO 25 Bronze, while the inner die 

sleeve is made of FX-XTRA steel (temper 2).  When the upper punch starts pressing the HE powder (i.e., the 

internal pressure has not started to build yet), the clearance between the bronze parts and the inner die sleeve 

must accommodate only the difference in thermal expansion coefficient between the two materials.  When 

fully loaded (i.e., during part eject), the clearance between the upper punch and the inner die sleeve needs to 

accommodate for both mechanical deformations of the inner die sleeve due to the 20,000 psi internal 

pressure and deformations of the compressed upper punch (Poisson’s effects), as well as the difference in the 

thermal expansion coefficient between the two parts.  Section 3.3.1 describes the first scenario, while section 

3.3.2 describes the second. 

 

3.3.1 Bronze parts – No internal pressure 

The minimum radial clearance between the bronze parts and the inner die sleeve or inserts, 3Δ  is given 

by: 

,3 thermalbronzebronzethermalinnerinner rrrr Δ−−Δ+=Δ  (12) 

where is the minimum inner radius of the inner die sleeve or insert, is the maximum outer radius 

of the bronze component, 

innerr bronzer

thermalinnerrΔ  is the radial deformation of the inner radius of the inner sleeve due to 

thermal expansion, and  is the radial deformation of the outer radius of the bronze component 

due to thermal expansion.  Thermal expansions of the inner die sleeve and any bronze component are given 

by: 

thermalbronzerΔ
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,Trr innerinnerthermalinner Δ=Δ α   (13) 

and 

,Trr bronzebronzethermalbronze Δ=Δ α  (14) 

where innerα is the thermal expansion coefficient for FX-XTRA (6.6x10-6 in/in/oF), bronzeα is the thermal 

expansion coefficient for AMPCO Bronze 25 [5] (9.0 x10-6 in/in/oF, see Appendix C) and TΔ is the 

temperature difference between the state at which the parts were dimensioned (25oC) and the operating 

temperature (120oC) [7].  Detailed calculations as well as components dimensions are shown in Appendix D. 

 Calculations show that under no load, and when heated to the same temperature, clearance between the 

inner die sleeve (or insert) and bronze components is not a problem.  Diameter clearances vary between 

.005” to .008” according to die/insert size. 

 

3.3.2 Upper punch – Internal pressure 

When the press is in operation, the inner die sleeve/insert will deform as calculated in section 1 (see 

Appendix B) and the upper punch will see a deformation mechanicalbronzerΔ  approximately equal to: 

,
E
qrr bronzemechanicalbronze υ=Δ  (15) 

where is the maximum upper punch outer radius, bronzer υ and E are the Poison’s ratio and the Young’s 

modulus for FX-XTRA (20x106 psi and 0.32, respectively), and is the internal pressure loading (20,000 

psi). 

q

The minimum radial clearance between the upper punch and the inner die sleeve or inserts,  becomes: 4Δ

,4 mechanicalbronzethermalbronzebronzemechanicalinnerthermalinnerinner rrrrrr Δ−Δ−−Δ+Δ+=Δ  (16) 

where  is the radial deformation of the inner radius of the inner sleeve due to the 20,000 psi 

pressure loading, calculated in section 1 (see Appendix B).  All the other terms have been previously defined.   

mechanicalinnerrΔ

Calculations for this case are shown in Appendix D.  Diameter tolerance between the upper punch and 

the die inner sleeve/insert range from .013” to .025” and are therefore acceptable.  Note that if the upper 

punch is colder than the inner die sleeve/insert, the clearance between the two parts increases since the upper 

punch thermal expansion decreases.  The case where both parts are being heated at operating temperature is 

the worst case scenario. 
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4) Summary 

Stresses due to a 20,000 psi internal loading have been calculated for the 12 and 8 inch sleeves and their 

inserts using simple stress/strain formula for thick wall cylinders.  A diameter clearance between each insert 

and the corresponding main die cylinder of .009” leads to safety factor on yield at or above 1.8 for all die 

components.  Reducing the clearance to .007” would increase the safety factor on yield to 1.9.  The 

maximum number of cycles that each component can withstand was calculated using design fatigue data for 

low alloy steel from the ASME code Section III.  All components can expect to endure at least 6,200 cycles 

if the maximum clearance (on diameter) between each insert and the corresponding main die cylinder does 

not exceed .009”.  Reducing the clearance to .007” would increase the number of cycles that all components 

could endure to 8,900 cycles. 

When spacers are not used, the top surface of the lower punch will be subjected to the 20,000 psi 

pressure loading.  This load will lead to undesirably high stresses in the vicinity of the seal as predicted by a 

FE model of the lower punch.  To bring down compressive and tensile stresses to acceptable levels, it is 

necessary to move the grove away from the top surface and add a fillet to the groove radius.  The groove 

should be located .75” (rather than .38” as shown on the drawings) away from the top surface of the lower 

punch for all dies.  A minimum fillet of .07” radius should be added to the groove radius for all die sets but 

the 4.25” configuration, where a smaller radius .05” should be used.  These design changes will lead to a 

safety factor of 8 on the tensile yield strength and 1 on the compressive yield strength at 0.1% permanent set 

(at operating temperature) for all but the 12 inch die set.  The maximum compressive stress for the 12 inch 

configuration are slightly above the compressive yield strength (at 0.1% permanent set) but should be 

acceptable since it is still below the compressive ultimate strength of the material (at operating temperature) 

and occurs in a minute area. 

A clearance analysis was also performed and several parts such as the inner and outer dies sleeves, the 

vacuum shroud and the bronze parts (i.e., the upper and lower punch and the spacers) were checked for 

possible interferences due to mechanical and/or thermal expansion under operating conditions.  All 

dimensions/clearances specified on the preliminary drawing package were found to be adequate, except for 

the outer die sleeve for all die configurations (drawings AC-06005-1 and 06017-1).  Increasing the inner 

diameter (ID) of the outer die sleeve of the larger die set from 18.005 to 18.015 is necessary to allow enough 

room to accommodate for thermal and mechanical expansion of the inner die sleeve (AC-06005-1).  It is also 

necessary to decrease the outer diameter (OD) by .045” for all die sets to accommodate differences in 

thermal expansion in case of a loss of heating of the vacuum shroud.  Table 5 summarizes the recommended 

design changes. 
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Item Drawing number and 
recommended action 

Dimension 
shown on 
drawing 

Recommended 
dimension 

.38 Increase to .75 
Lower punch for 12 

inch die set 

AC-06008-3 

Lower groove by .37” 

Add .070” fillet radius (minimum) Not specified Add minimum fillet 
radius of .070” 

.38 Increase to .75 
Lower punch for 10 

inch die set 

AC-06012-3 

Lower groove by .37” 

Add .070” fillet radius (minimum) Not specified Add minimum fillet 
radius of .070” 

.38 Increase to .75 
Lower punch for 8 

inch die set  

AC-06019-4 

Lower groove by .37” 

Add .070” fillet radius (minimum) Not specified Add minimum fillet 
radius of .070” 

.38 Increase to .75 
Lower punch for 6 

inch die set  

AC-06023-2 

Lower groove by .37” 

Add .070” fillet radius (minimum) Not specified Add minimum fillet 
radius of .070” 

.38 Increase to .75 
Lower punch for 
4.25 inch die set 

AC-06027-2 

Lower groove by .37” 

Add .050” fillet radius (minimum) Not specified Add minimum fillet 
radius of .050” 

18.005 Increase ID to 18.015 

19.995 Decrease OD to 19.950 

19.88 Decrease to 19.84 

Outer sleeve for 12 
and 10 inch die sets 

AC-06005-1 

Increase ID by .010” 

Decrease OD by .045” 

.235 Decrease to .213 

15.995 Decrease OD to 15.950 

15.88 Decrease to 15.84 

Outer sleeve for 8, 6 
and 4.25 inch die 

sets 

AC-06017-1 

Decrease OD by .045” 

.235 Decrease to .213 

Table 5. Recommended design changes. 
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¨A. Finkl & Sons Co.

Holder And Cavity Steel
DATA SHEET

Carbon              0.50	  Molybdenum 0.50�
Chromium         1.15    	 Silicon           0.25�
Manganese       0.85     Nickel            0.90�
Micro-alloy additions*

Chemistry The selective use of micro-alloying additions in a fully
vacuum degassed heat results in an excellent inclusion
shape control and produces the highest mechanical properties
attainable in the temperature range of 70° to 300°F.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
Finkl FX-XTRA is a remarkably tough, long lasting,
Ni-Cr-Mo steel with excellent high temperature physical
properties. Special machining quality reduces machining
costs and machine loads making i t  possible to
sink FX-XTRA as hard as 477 BHN. FX-XTRA has
earned an unparalleled reputation in the industry for
replacement machine parts such as gears, pinions, pistons,
and crank shafts.

     FX®-XTRA®

                                  and FS® (Fx-Annealed) Die Steels
                         Cleanest . . . Toughest . . . Most Machinable
Available only by Patented* Vacuum Arc Degassing (VAD) Process and
Balanced Deoxidation Techniques Enhanced with Micro-Alloy Additions *

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS
                             Hammer Dies Hammer Rams
                             Press Dies Coining Dies
                             Sow Blocks Knockout Pins
                             Punches Insert Dies
                             Headers Insert Die Holders
                             Gripper Dies Hammer Guides
                             Gripper Die Inserts Piston Heads
                             Guide Pins Hammer Keys
                             Extrusion Press-Backup Tools

† Patent No. 5,496,516
* Produced under one or more of the following patents: 5,496,516;
4,894,087; 4,780,134; 4,655,826; 4,600,427; 4,541,862;
4,318,739; 3,929,423; others pending
© Right is reserved to change chemistry at any time to improve
product
© Copyright 1998, A. Finkl & Sons Co.
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FX-XTRA HOT HARDNESS
(After 100 hours at testing temperature)

Testing Tempering Temperature (°F)
°F Brinell Hardness Number

Temperature 1000 1100 1150 1200____________________________________________
70 388 363 341 311
700 341 311 293 269
800 331 302 285 269
900 311 293 269 255
1000 285 269 241 229

WELDING
Welding of FX-XTRA or FS weakens the parts. A
weakened die or other part can fail or disintegrate
resulting in property damage and/or personal injury.
Finkl recommends against the practice of welding.
User assumes all risk of injury to persons or damage
to property attributable to welding. 

SPECIAL MACHINING QUALITY
HARDNESS RANGES AVAILABLE
Finkl FX-XTRA is furnished in the prehardened condition
ready for sinking. In the case of special customer
requirements it can be supplied in the annealed state,
such as FS. 
When specified, shanks of Hammer Dies up to 36" 48"
can be softened approximately one temper range to
facilitate machining and prevent cracking. 

Temper BID BHN HRC
XH©© 2.65-2.75 534-495 54-51
H 2.80-2.90 477-444 50-47
1 2.95-3.05 429-401 46-43
2 3.10-3.25 388-352 42-38
3 3.30-3.45 341-311 37-33
4 3.50-3.65 302-277 32-29
Annealed 4.00 229 (approx.)20

©©Special applications with Finkl approval only.

HEAT TREATMENT OF FX-XTRA OR FS
Critical Temperatures at a Rate of 200°F/hr:

        Ac3/Ar3     360/1340°F
      Ac1/Ar1       840/720°F 

Annealing (FX-XTRA, or FS after hardening)
1. Charge into a furnace that is at 600°F or lower. Heat

evenly at a rate of 200°F per hour to 1440/1460°F.
2. Soak at this temperature for 1 hour per inch of least

dimension or a maximum of 6 hours.
3. Seal furnace and allow to cool to 1220°F. Hold at

this temperature for 4 hours and furnace cool to
800°F. This annealing cycle should yield a hardness
of approximately 229 BHN. 

Hardening
1 .The face of the die and all vital machined surfaces

must be protected from oxidation and decarburization
by one of the following methods:

Controlled Atmosphere
Salt Bath
Sealed Container Using 95% Charcoal and 5%
Spent Carburizer Packing.

2. Charge into the furnace at a temperature of 600°F or
lower. Heat evenly at a rate of 200°F per hour to
1550/1600°F.�

3. Soak at this temperature for 1 hour per inch of least
dimension. If the packing method is used soak at
1550/1600°F for 1 hour per inch of least container
dimension. Be sure to heat material thoroughly at
this temperature.

4. After soaking is complete, drop furnace temperature
rapidly to 1450°F and hold there for 1 to 4 hours
depending on the part size. This drop in temperature
will reduce quenching hazards, such as breakage
and warpage.

5 .Oil quench from 1450°F. Totally immerse die working
face down over a strong geyser of oil so that gas
pockets are swept out of the impression.

6. When die temperature is sufficiently low to avoid
flash, the shank portion may be raised above the
level of the bath in order to avoid cracking.

7 .When surface temperature of die or tool has dropped
to approximately 500- 600°F withdraw from oil bath
and immediately place in tempering furnace at 400°F.

Tempering
1. Allow temperature of die to equalize at 400°F.
2. Heat die uniformly to tempering temperature.
3 .Soak at tempering temperature for 1 hour per inch of

least dimension. Since part size, furnace and quench-
ing media affect the final hardness, only approximate
tempering temperatures can be recommended as a
guide for specific hardness: 

Temperature (°F) BHN HRC Scleroscope
450 555 55 73
880 477-444 50-47 66-63
1020 429-401 46-43 61-58
1120 388-352 42-38 56-51
1180 341-311 37-33 50-46
1220 302-277 32-29 45-41

A second temper is always beneficial to promote a
homogeneous structure and increased ductility. FS
should always be thoroughly annealed between quench-
ing operations.
The shanks of dies and mandrels are likely to be
undesirably hard if the body of the die or tool is tem-
pered below 900°F.  In this case a differential temper
of the shank is recommended either by hot plate,
lead, or salt bath.21



T E S T T E NS IL E Y IE L D E L ONG A T ION R E DUC T ION
T E MP E R T E MP E R A T UR E S T R E NG T H S T R E NG T H 2" G A UG E OF  A R E A

(¡ F ) (ks i) ♦♦♦ (ks i) ♦♦♦ (%) ♦♦♦ (%) ♦♦♦

H (High S ide) 80 233 213 10.9 36.7
(477Ð444 B HN) 600 207 175 15.5 41.8

800 169 156 16.2 55.2

80 218 202 12.5 41.2
H (Low S ide) 300 207 178 12 39.1

(477Ð444 B HN) 600 196 160 15 38.1
800 165 142 16 55.2

80 205 187 12.7 34.0
300 196 166 12.5 35.1

1 600 183 150 13.0 36.3
(429Ð401 B HN) 800 156 133 15.2 55.1

900 137 123 17.0 61.1
1000 109 95 24.0 66.2

80 165 144 15.5 49.7
300 157 128 15.8 47.5
600 147 119 17.2 47.1

2 700 144 113 16.5 55.5
(388Ð352 B HN) 800 130 105 18.2 63.8

900 113 97 20.5 70.5
1000 94 78 23.8 77.5
1100 52 39 22.8 64.3

80 145 126 18.2 49.8
300 137 111 17.5 48.6
400 136 102 19.0 48.4
500 136 103 22.0 43.4

3 600 134 95 21.8 48.5
(341Ð311 B HN) 700 121 89 22.0 55.1

800 108 82 24.2 62.6
900 93 78 28.0 75.1

1000 75 67 36.8 83.8
1100 55 46 53.5 86.3

80 134 115 21.0 52.8
600 129 92 24.0 51.3

4 800 103 75 24.0 51.3
(302Ð277 B HN) 900 88 73 26.8 74.0

1000 72 60 38.0 83.5
1100 53 44 48.0 84.9
1200 28 19 62.8 70.0

F X-XT R A  T E NS IL E  P R OP E R T IE S  ♦♦♦

♦♦♦ T est bar results

F X MA C HINA B IL IT Y

Dry Cutting�
Tool: K4H SNG 633�
Feed: 0.01 in per revolution�
Depth: 0.125 in
Flank Wear: 0.024 in
363 BHN: Cutting Speed x Time    =4934�
461 BHN: Cutting Speed x Time    =1582
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A Finkl & Sons Co
One Finkl Plaza
(2011 N Southport Ave.)
Chicago, IL 60614-4079
Phone: 773/975-2510 
FAX 773/348-5347
Toll free phone:  
1-800-DIE-BLOCK

PRODUCT WARRANTY
The material herein merely constitutes instructions furnished gratuitously for your consideration. These instructions are intended as suggestions only and do not purport to be complete or to
replace or to constitute normal shop practices.  A. Finkl & Sons Co. makes no representation or warranty of any kind, express or implied with respect to the matters covered herein, whether
as to merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, reproducibility of properties and results set out herein, or any other matter.
EXCLUSION OF WARRANTIES-THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITYAND FITNESS FOR ANY PURPOSE ARE EXCLUDED.

WWW.FINKL.COM

(773)975-2510                �
(800)621-1460�
(773)348-5347
�

(330)630-9601               
(800)461-3436�
(330)630-9693�
�
�
�
(810)756-3777                 �
(800)367-4720�
(810)757-3048�
�
�

�
    (562)861-2266                
    (800)248-0551�
    (562)923-6922�
�
�
    (612)724-8967                 �
    (888)724-8967�
    (612)724-8968

�
    (612)724-8967                 �
    (888)521-1414�
    (314)521-1245

Phone: �
Toll Free:�
Fax:

    Phone: �
    Toll Free:�
    Fax:

    Phone:          �
    Toll Free:�
    Fax:
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Toll Free:�
Fax:
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1200 Ton He Die Press 02/02/06

Stresses and deformations for 12 inch diameter die

asl
18.000

2
in⋅:= die inner sleeve outer radius asl 9 in=

bsl
12.000

2
in⋅:= die inner sleeve inside radius bsl 6.00 in=

bsl
asl bsl−

2.0= <10, use formulas for thick pressure vessels wt asl bsl−:= wt 3.00 in=

sleeve wall thickness

Roark's formula for Stress and Strain - thick pressure vessel with uniform internal
pressure q=20,000 psi and no longitudinal pressure

lsl 23.25 in⋅:= cylinder length or loaded length at full pressure

q 20000 psi⋅:= pressure loading

Esl 29 106
⋅ psi⋅:= Young's modulus for steel Die is FX-XTRA steel, temper 1

nusl 0.32:= Poisson's ratio for steel

S1sl 0:= longitudinal stress

S2sl q
asl2 bsl2+

asl2 bsl2−
⋅:= maximum hoop or circumferential stress at r=bsl

S3sl q−:= maximum radial stress at r=bsl

shearsl q
asl2

asl2 bsl2−
⋅:= maximum shear at r=bsl

deltaasl
q

Esl
2 asl⋅ bsl2⋅

asl2 bsl2−
⋅:= deformations on the outer radius, asl

deltabsl
q bsl⋅
Esl

asl2 bsl2+

asl2 bsl2−
nusl+

⎛⎜
⎜⎝

⎞⎟
⎟⎠

⋅:= deformations on the inside radius, bsl

deltalsl
q− nusl⋅ lsl⋅

Esl
2 bsl2⋅

asl2 bsl2−
⋅:= change in length

1/6
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Results

S2sl 52000 psi=

Max stresses S3sl 20000− psi=

shearsl 36000 psi=

deltaasl 0.00993 in= deformations on the outer radius, asl

Deformations deltabsl 0.01208 in= deformations on the inside radius, bsl

deltalsl 0.00821− in=

Principal stresses

SigIsl S1sl:= SigIsl 0=

SigIIsl
1
2

S2sl S3sl+( )⋅
S2sl S3sl−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shearsl2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

+:= SigIIsl 66912 psi=

SigIIIsl
1
2

S2sl S3sl+( )⋅
S2sl S3sl−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shearsl2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

−:= SigIIIsl 34912− psi=

Von Mises

VMsl
SigIsl SigIIsl−( )2 SigIIsl SigIIIsl−( )2+ SigIIIsl SigIsl−( )2+

2
:=

SYsl 171000 psi⋅:=
VMsl 89621 psi= <yield strength for FX-XTRA

steel at 248oF or 120oC, 171 ksi SFsl
SYsl
VMsl

:=

Safety factor on yield SFsl 1.9=

2/6
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Stresses and deformations for the 10 inch diameter insert 
(maximum clearance of .012" between die and inner sleeve is assumed)

1) Calculate stresses that corresponds to a .006" radial deformation (at this point the insert
hits the inner sleeve) and a q1 pressure loading

ains
11.995

2
in⋅:= a=insert outer radius ains 6 in=

bins
10.000

2
in⋅:= b=insert inside radius bins 5 in=

wtins ains bins−:=bins
ains bins−

5.012531= <10, use formulas for thick pressure vessels
wtins 0.997 in=

insert wall thickness

Roark's formula for Stress and Strain - thick pressure vessel with uniform internal
pressure q and no longitudinal pressure

lins 23.25 in⋅:= cylinder length of loaded portion

Eins 29 106
⋅ psi⋅:= Young's modulus for steel Die insert is FX-XTRA

steel, temper 1
nuins 0.32:= Poisson's ratio for steel

deltaains
.012

2
in⋅:= radial expansion to close maximum clearance deltaains 0.006 in=

q1 deltaains Eins⋅
ains2 bins2

−

2 ains⋅ bins2
⋅

⋅:= pressure required to close maximum clearance to main die
cylinder

q1 6365 psi=

deltabins
q1 bins⋅

Eins
ains2 bins2

+

ains2 bins2
−

nuins+
⎛⎜
⎜⎝

⎞⎟
⎟⎠

⋅:= change in inner radius at closing clearance

deltalins
q1− nuins⋅ lins⋅

Eins
2 bins2
⋅

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= change in length at closing clearance

3/6
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S1ins 0:= longitudinal stress

S2ins q1
ains2 bins2

+

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= maximum hoop or circumferential stress at r=bins

S3ins q1−:= maximum radial stress at r=bins

shearins q1
ains2

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= maximum shear at r=bins

Results

S2ins 35377 psi=
Max stresses due
to q1 loading S3ins 6365− psi=

shearins 20871 psi=

deltaains 0.006 in=Max deformations
due to q1 loading deltabins 0.00645 in=

deltalins 0.00744− in=

Principal stresses

SigIins S1ins:= SigIins 0=

SigIIins
1
2

S2ins S3ins+( )⋅
S2ins S3ins−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shearins2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

+:= SigIIins 44023 psi=

SigIIIins
1
2

S2ins S3ins+( )⋅
S2ins S3ins−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shearins2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

−:= SigIIIins 15010− psi=

Von Mises

VMins
SigIins SigIIins−( )2 SigIIins SigIIIins−( )2+ SigIIIins SigIins−( )2+

2
:=

VMins 53142 psi= <yield strength for FX-XTRA
steel at 248oF or 120oC, 171 ksi

SYins SYsl:=

SYins 171000 psi=
Safety factor on yield SFins

SYins
VMins

:=

SFins 3.2=

4/6
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2) Calculate stresses that corresponds to a 20,000 psi pressure loading starting from case 1
(the insert is flushed against the inner sleeve - thick cylinder has a wall thickness equal to
the one of the insert + the die inner sleeve)

a asl:= inner sleeve outer radius a 9.00 in=

b bins:= insert inside radius b 5.00 in=

b
a b−

1.3= <10, use formulas for thick pressure vessels

Roark's formula for Stress and Strain - thick pressure vessel with uniform internal
pressure q and no longitudinal pressure

l lins:= cylinder length under load

q2 q q1−:= pressure loading q2 13635 psi=

E Eins:= Young's modulus E 29 106
× psi=

nu nuins:= Poisson's ratio nu 0.32=

S1q2 0:= longitudinal stress

S2q2 q2
a2 b2

+

a2 b2
−

⋅:= maximum hoop or circumferential stress at r=bins, insert inner radius

S3q2 q2−:= maximum radial stress at r=bins, insert inner radius

shearq2 q2
a2

a2 b2
−

⋅:= maximum shear at r=bins, insert inner radius

deltaaq2
q2
E

2 a⋅ b2
⋅

a2 b2
−

⋅:= deformations on the die outer radius

deltabq2
q2 b⋅

E
a2 b2

+

a2 b2
−

nu+
⎛⎜
⎜⎝

⎞⎟
⎟⎠

⋅:= deformations on the insert inside radius

deltalq2
q2− nu⋅ l⋅

E
2 b2
⋅

a2 b2
−

⋅:= change in length

5/6
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Results
S2q2 25809 psi=

Max stresses due to q2 loading alone
S3q2 13635− psi=

shearq2 19722 psi=

deltaaq2 0.00378 in=

Max deformations due to q2 loading alone deltabq2 0.0052 in=

deltalq2 0.00312− in=

Maximum stresses at r=rins due to 20,000 psi loading (combined)

S1 S1ins S1q2+:= S1 0=

S2 S2ins S2q2+:= S2 61186 psi=

S3 S3ins S3q2+:= S3 20000− psi=

shear shearins shearq2+:= shear 40593 psi=

Maximum deformations due to 20,000 psi loading (combined)

deltaa deltaaq2:= deltaa 0.0038 in= die inner sleeve outer radius

deltab deltabins deltabq2+:= deltab 0.0117 in= insert inner radius

Principal stresses

SigI S1:= SigI 0=

SigII
1
2

S2 S3+( )⋅
S2 S3−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shear2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

+:= SigII 78000 psi=

SigIII
1
2

S2 S3+( )⋅
S2 S3−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shear2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

−:= SigIII 36814− psi=

Von Mises

VM
SigI SigII−( )2 SigII SigIII−( )2+ SigIII SigI−( )2+

2
:=

VM 101542 psi= <yield strength for FX-XTRA
steel at 248oF or 120oC, 171 ksi

SY SYins:=

SY 171000 psi=
Safety factor on yield SF

SY
VM

:= SF 1.7=

6/6
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1200 Ton He Die Press 02/02/06

Stresses and deformations for the 10 inch diameter insert 
(clearance of .009" between die and inner sleeve is assumed)

1) Calculate stresses that corresponds to a .0045" radial deformation (at this point the insert
hits the inner sleeve) and a q1 pressure loading

ains
11.995

2
in⋅:= a=insert outer radius ains 6 in=

bins
10.000

2
in⋅:= b=insert inside radius bins 5 in=

wtins ains bins−:=bins
ains bins−

5.012531= <10, use formulas for thick pressure vessels
wtins 0.997 in=

insert wall thickness

Roark's formula for Stress and Strain - thick pressure vessel with uniform internal
pressure q and no longitudinal pressure

lins 23.25 in⋅:= cylinder length of loaded portion

Eins 29 106
⋅ psi⋅:= Young's modulus for steel Die insert is FX-XTRA

steel, temper 1
nuins 0.32:= Poisson's ratio for steel

deltaains
.009

2
in⋅:= radial expansion to close maximum clearance deltaains 0.0045 in=

q1 deltaains Eins⋅
ains2 bins2

−

2 ains⋅ bins2
⋅

⋅:= pressure required to close maximum clearance to main die
cylinder

q1 4774 psi=

deltabins
q1 bins⋅

Eins
ains2 bins2

+

ains2 bins2
−

nuins+
⎛⎜
⎜⎝

⎞⎟
⎟⎠

⋅:= change in inner radius at closing clearance

deltalins
q1− nuins⋅ lins⋅

Eins
2 bins2
⋅

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= change in length at closing clearance

1/4
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S1ins 0:= longitudinal stress

S2ins q1
ains2 bins2

+

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= maximum hoop or circumferential stress at r=bins

S3ins q1−:= maximum radial stress at r=bins

shearins q1
ains2

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= maximum shear at r=bins

Results

S2ins 26533 psi=
Max stresses due
to q1 loading S3ins 4774− psi=

shearins 15653 psi=

deltaains 0.0045 in=Max deformations
due to q1 loading deltabins 0.00484 in=

deltalins 0.00558− in=

Principal stresses

SigIins S1ins:= SigIins 0=

SigIIins
1
2

S2ins S3ins+( )⋅
S2ins S3ins−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shearins2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

+:= SigIIins 33017 psi=

SigIIIins
1
2

S2ins S3ins+( )⋅
S2ins S3ins−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shearins2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

−:= SigIIIins 11258− psi=

Von Mises

VMins
SigIins SigIIins−( )2 SigIIins SigIIIins−( )2+ SigIIIins SigIins−( )2+

2
:=

VMins 39857 psi= <yield strength for FX-XTRA
steel at 248oF or 120oC, 171 ksi

SYins 171000 psi⋅:=

SYins 171000 psi=
Safety factor on yield SFins

SYins
VMins

:=

SFins 4.3=

2/4
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2) Calculate stresses that corresponds to a 20,000 psi pressure loading starting from case 1
(the insert is flushed against the inner sleeve - thick cylinder has a wall thickness equal to
the one of the insert + the die inner sleeve)

a
18.00

2
in⋅:= inner sleeve outer radius a 9.00 in=

b bins:= insert inside radius b 5.00 in=

b
a b−

1.3= <10, use formulas for thick pressure vessels

Roark's formula for Stress and Strain - thick pressure vessel with uniform internal
pressure q and no longitudinal pressure

l lins:= cylinder length under load

q2 20000 psi⋅ q1−:= pressure loading q2 15226 psi=

E Eins:= Young's modulus E 29 106
× psi=

nu nuins:= Poisson's ratio nu 0.32=

S1q2 0:= longitudinal stress

S2q2 q2
a2 b2

+

a2 b2
−

⋅:= maximum hoop or circumferential stress at r=bins, insert inner radius

S3q2 q2−:= maximum radial stress at r=bins, insert inner radius

shearq2 q2
a2

a2 b2
−

⋅:= maximum shear at r=bins, insert inner radius

deltaaq2
q2
E

2 a⋅ b2
⋅

a2 b2
−

⋅:= deformations on the die outer radius

deltabq2
q2 b⋅

E
a2 b2

+

a2 b2
−

nu+
⎛⎜
⎜⎝

⎞⎟
⎟⎠

⋅:= deformations on the insert inside radius

deltalq2
q2− nu⋅ l⋅

E
2 b2
⋅

a2 b2
−

⋅:= change in length
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Results
S2q2 28821 psi=

Max stresses due to q2 loading alone
S3q2 15226− psi=

shearq2 22023 psi=

deltaaq2 0.00422 in=

Max deformations due to q2 loading alone deltabq2 0.00581 in=

deltalq2 0.00349− in=

Maximum stresses at r=rins due to 20,000 psi loading (combined)

S1 S1ins S1q2+:= S1 0=

S2 S2ins S2q2+:= S2 55354 psi=

S3 S3ins S3q2+:= S3 20000− psi=

shear shearins shearq2+:= shear 37677 psi=

Maximum deformations due to 20,000 psi loading (combined)

deltaa deltaaq2:= deltaa 0.0042 in= die inner sleeve outer radius

deltab deltabins deltabq2+:= deltab 0.0106 in= insert inner radius

Principal stresses

SigI S1:= SigI 0=

SigII
1
2

S2 S3+( )⋅
S2 S3−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shear2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

+:= SigII 70960 psi=

SigIII
1
2

S2 S3+( )⋅
S2 S3−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shear2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

−:= SigIII 35606− psi=

Von Mises

VM
SigI SigII−( )2 SigII SigIII−( )2+ SigIII SigI−( )2+

2
:=

VM 93967 psi= <yield strength for FX-XTRA
steel at 248oF or 120oC, 171 ksi

SY SYins:=

SY 171000 psi=
Safety factor on yield SF

SY
VM

:= SF 1.8=
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1200 Ton He Die Press 02/02/06

Stresses and deformations for the 10 inch diameter insert 
(clearance of .007" between die and inner sleeve is assumed)

1) Calculate stresses that corresponds to a .0035" radial deformation (at this point the insert
hits the inner sleeve) and a q1 pressure loading

ains
11.995

2
in⋅:= a=insert outer radius ains 6 in=

bins
10.000

2
in⋅:= b=insert inside radius bins 5 in=

wtins ains bins−:=bins
ains bins−

5= <10, use formulas for thick pressure vessels
wtins 0.997 in=

insert wall thickness

Roark's formula for Stress and Strain - thick pressure vessel with uniform internal
pressure q and no longitudinal pressure

lins 23.25 in⋅:= cylinder length of loaded portion

Eins 29 106
⋅ psi⋅:= Young's modulus for steel Die insert is FX-XTRA

steel, temper 1
nuins 0.32:= Poisson's ratio for steel

deltaains
.007

2
in⋅:= radial expansion to close maximum clearance deltaains 0.0035 in=

q1 deltaains Eins⋅
ains2 bins2

−

2 ains⋅ bins2
⋅

⋅:= pressure required to close maximum clearance to main die
cylinder

q1 3713 psi=

deltabins
q1 bins⋅

Eins
ains2 bins2

+

ains2 bins2
−

nuins+
⎛⎜
⎜⎝

⎞⎟
⎟⎠

⋅:= change in inner radius at closing clearance

deltalins
q1− nuins⋅ lins⋅

Eins
2 bins2
⋅

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= change in length at closing clearance
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S1ins 0:= longitudinal stress

S2ins q1
ains2 bins2

+

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= maximum hoop or circumferential stress at r=bins

S3ins q1−:= maximum radial stress at r=bins

shearins q1
ains2

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= maximum shear at r=bins

Results

S2ins 20637 psi=
Max stresses due
to q1 loading S3ins 3713− psi=

shearins 12175 psi=

deltaains 0.0035 in=Max deformations
due to q1 loading deltabins 0.00376 in=

deltalins 0.00434− in=

Principal stresses

SigIins S1ins:= SigIins 0=

SigIIins
1
2

S2ins S3ins+( )⋅
S2ins S3ins−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shearins2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

+:= SigIIins 25680 psi=

SigIIIins
1
2

S2ins S3ins+( )⋅
S2ins S3ins−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shearins2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

−:= SigIIIins 8756− psi=

Von Mises

VMins
SigIins SigIIins−( )2 SigIIins SigIIIins−( )2+ SigIIIins SigIins−( )2+

2
:=

VMins 31000 psi= <yield strength for FX-XTRA
steel at 248oF or 120oC, 171 ksi

SYins 171000 psi⋅:=

SYins 171000 psi=
Safety factor on yield SFins

SYins
VMins

:=

SFins 5.5=
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2) Calculate stresses that corresponds to a 20,000 psi pressure loading starting from case 1
(the insert is flushed against the inner sleeve - thick cylinder has a wall thickness equal to
the one of the insert + the die inner sleeve)

a
18.00

2
in⋅:= inner sleeve outer radius a 9.00 in=

b bins:= insert inside radius b 5.00 in=

b
a b−

1.3= <10, use formulas for thick pressure vessels

Roark's formula for Stress and Strain - thick pressure vessel with uniform internal
pressure q and no longitudinal pressure

l lins:= cylinder length under load

q2 20000 psi⋅ q1−:= pressure loading q2 16287 psi=

E Eins:= Young's modulus E 29 106
× psi=

nu nuins:= Poisson's ratio nu 0.32=

S1q2 0:= longitudinal stress

S2q2 q2
a2 b2

+

a2 b2
−

⋅:= maximum hoop or circumferential stress at r=bins, insert inner radius

S3q2 q2−:= maximum radial stress at r=bins, insert inner radius

shearq2 q2
a2

a2 b2
−

⋅:= maximum shear at r=bins, insert inner radius

deltaaq2
q2
E

2 a⋅ b2
⋅

a2 b2
−

⋅:= deformations on the die outer radius

deltabq2
q2 b⋅

E
a2 b2

+

a2 b2
−

nu+
⎛⎜
⎜⎝

⎞⎟
⎟⎠

⋅:= deformations on the insert inside radius

deltalq2
q2− nu⋅ l⋅

E
2 b2
⋅

a2 b2
−

⋅:= change in length
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Results
S2q2 30829 psi=

Max stresses due to q2 loading alone
S3q2 16287− psi=

shearq2 23558 psi=

deltaaq2 0.00451 in=

Max deformations due to q2 loading alone deltabq2 0.00621 in=

deltalq2 0.00373− in=

Maximum stresses at r=rins due to 20,000 psi loading (combined)

S1 S1ins S1q2+:= S1 0=

S2 S2ins S2q2+:= S2 51466 psi=

S3 S3ins S3q2+:= S3 20000− psi=

shear shearins shearq2+:= shear 35733 psi=

Maximum deformations due to 20,000 psi loading (combined)

deltaa deltaaq2:= deltaa 0.0045 in= die inner sleeve outer radius

deltab deltabins deltabq2+:= deltab 0.0100 in= insert inner radius

Principal stresses

SigI S1:= SigI 0=

SigII
1
2

S2 S3+( )⋅
S2 S3−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shear2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

+:= SigII 66267 psi=

SigIII
1
2

S2 S3+( )⋅
S2 S3−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shear2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

−:= SigIII 34801− psi=

Von Mises

VM
SigI SigII−( )2 SigII SigIII−( )2+ SigIII SigI−( )2+

2
:=

VM 88930 psi= <yield strength for FX-XTRA
steel at 248oF or 120oC, 171 ksi

SY SYins:=

SY 171000 psi=
Safety factor on yield SF

SY
VM

:= SF 1.9=
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1200 Ton He Die Press 02/02/06

Stresses and deformations for the 10 inch diameter insert 
(clearance of .005" between die and inner sleeve is assumed)

1) Calculate stresses that corresponds to a .0025" radial deformation (at this point the insert
hits the inner sleeve) and a q1 pressure loading

ains
11.995

2
in⋅:= a=insert outer radius ains 6 in=

bins
10.000

2
in⋅:= b=insert inside radius bins 5 in=

wtins ains bins−:=bins
ains bins−

5.012531= <10, use formulas for thick pressure vessels
wtins 0.997 in=

insert wall thickness

Roark's formula for Stress and Strain - thick pressure vessel with uniform internal
pressure q and no longitudinal pressure

lins 23.25 in⋅:= cylinder length of loaded portion

Eins 29 106
⋅ psi⋅:= Young's modulus for steel Die insert is FX-XTRA

steel, temper 1
nuins 0.32:= Poisson's ratio for steel

deltaains
.005

2
in⋅:= radial expansion to close maximum clearance deltaains 0.0025 in=

q1 deltaains Eins⋅
ains2 bins2

−

2 ains⋅ bins2
⋅

⋅:= pressure required to close maximum clearance to main die
cylinder

q1 2652 psi=

deltabins
q1 bins⋅

Eins
ains2 bins2

+

ains2 bins2
−

nuins+
⎛⎜
⎜⎝

⎞⎟
⎟⎠

⋅:= change in inner radius at closing clearance

deltalins
q1− nuins⋅ lins⋅

Eins
2 bins2
⋅

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= change in length at closing clearance
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S1ins 0:= longitudinal stress

S2ins q1
ains2 bins2

+

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= maximum hoop or circumferential stress at r=bins

S3ins q1−:= maximum radial stress at r=bins

shearins q1
ains2

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= maximum shear at r=bins

Results

S2ins 14741 psi=
Max stresses due
to q1 loading S3ins 2652− psi=

shearins 8696 psi=

deltaains 0.0025 in=Max deformations
due to q1 loading deltabins 0.00269 in=

deltalins 0.0031− in=

Principal stresses

SigIins S1ins:= SigIins 0=

SigIIins
1
2

S2ins S3ins+( )⋅
S2ins S3ins−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shearins2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

+:= SigIIins 18343 psi=

SigIIIins
1
2

S2ins S3ins+( )⋅
S2ins S3ins−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shearins2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

−:= SigIIIins 6254− psi=

Von Mises

VMins
SigIins SigIIins−( )2 SigIIins SigIIIins−( )2+ SigIIIins SigIins−( )2+

2
:=

VMins 22143 psi= <yield strength for FX-XTRA
steel at 248oF or 120oC, 171 ksi

SYins 171000 psi⋅:=

SYins 171000 psi=
Safety factor on yield SFins

SYins
VMins

:=

SFins 7.7=
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2) Calculate stresses that corresponds to a 20,000 psi pressure loading starting from case 1
(the insert is flushed against the inner sleeve - thick cylinder has a wall thickness equal to
the one of the insert + the die inner sleeve)

a
18.00

2
in⋅:= inner sleeve outer radius a 9.00 in=

b bins:= insert inside radius b 5.00 in=

b
a b−

1.3= <10, use formulas for thick pressure vessels

Roark's formula for Stress and Strain - thick pressure vessel with uniform internal
pressure q and no longitudinal pressure

l lins:= cylinder length under load

q2 20000 psi⋅ q1−:= pressure loading q2 17348 psi=

E Eins:= Young's modulus E 29 106
× psi=

nu nuins:= Poisson's ratio nu 0.32=

S1q2 0:= longitudinal stress

S2q2 q2
a2 b2

+

a2 b2
−

⋅:= maximum hoop or circumferential stress at r=bins, insert inner radius

S3q2 q2−:= maximum radial stress at r=bins, insert inner radius

shearq2 q2
a2

a2 b2
−

⋅:= maximum shear at r=bins, insert inner radius

deltaaq2
q2
E

2 a⋅ b2
⋅

a2 b2
−

⋅:= deformations on the die outer radius

deltabq2
q2 b⋅

E
a2 b2

+

a2 b2
−

nu+
⎛⎜
⎜⎝

⎞⎟
⎟⎠

⋅:= deformations on the insert inside radius

deltalq2
q2− nu⋅ l⋅

E
2 b2
⋅

a2 b2
−

⋅:= change in length
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Results
S2q2 32837 psi=

Max stresses due to q2 loading alone
S3q2 17348− psi=

shearq2 25092 psi=

deltaaq2 0.00481 in=

Max deformations due to q2 loading alone deltabq2 0.00662 in=

deltalq2 0.00397− in=

Maximum stresses at r=rins due to 20,000 psi loading (combined)

S1 S1ins S1q2+:= S1 0=

S2 S2ins S2q2+:= S2 47577 psi=

S3 S3ins S3q2+:= S3 20000− psi=

shear shearins shearq2+:= shear 33789 psi=

Maximum deformations due to 20,000 psi loading (combined)

deltaa deltaaq2:= deltaa 0.0048 in= die inner sleeve outer radius

deltab deltabins deltabq2+:= deltab 0.0093 in= insert inner radius

Principal stresses

SigI S1:= SigI 0=

SigII
1
2

S2 S3+( )⋅
S2 S3−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shear2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

+:= SigII 61573 psi=

SigIII
1
2

S2 S3+( )⋅
S2 S3−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shear2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

−:= SigIII 33996− psi=

Von Mises

VM
SigI SigII−( )2 SigII SigIII−( )2+ SigIII SigI−( )2+

2
:=

VM 83906 psi= <yield strength for FX-XTRA
steel at 248oF or 120oC, 171 ksi

SY SYins:=

SY 171000 psi=
Safety factor on yield SF

SY
VM

:= SF 2.0=
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1200 Ton He Die Press 02/02/06

Stresses and deformations for 8 inch diameter die

asl
14.000

2
in⋅:= die inner sleeve outer radius asl 7 in=

bsl
8.000

2
in⋅:= die inner sleeve inside radius bsl 4.00 in=

bsl
asl bsl−

1.3= <10, use formulas for thick pressure vessels wt asl bsl−:= wt 3.00 in=

sleeve wall thickness

Roark's formula for Stress and Strain - thick pressure vessel with uniform internal
pressure q=20,000 psi and no longitudinal pressure

lsl 23.25 in⋅:= cylinder length or loaded length at full pressure

q 20000 psi⋅:= pressure loading

Esl 29 106
⋅ psi⋅:= Young's modulus for steel Die is FX-XTRA steel, temper 1

nusl 0.32:= Poisson's ratio for steel

S1sl 0:= longitudinal stress

S2sl q
asl2 bsl2+

asl2 bsl2−
⋅:= maximum hoop or circumferential stress at r=bsl

S3sl q−:= maximum radial stress at r=bsl

shearsl q
asl2

asl2 bsl2−
⋅:= maximum shear at r=bsl

deltaasl
q

Esl
2 asl⋅ bsl2⋅

asl2 bsl2−
⋅:= deformations on the outer radius, asl

deltabsl
q bsl⋅
Esl

asl2 bsl2+

asl2 bsl2−
nusl+

⎛⎜
⎜⎝

⎞⎟
⎟⎠

⋅:= deformations on the inside radius, bsl

deltalsl
q− nusl⋅ lsl⋅

Esl
2 bsl2⋅

asl2 bsl2−
⋅:= change in length
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Results

S2sl 39394 psi=

Max stresses S3sl 20000− psi=

shearsl 29697 psi=

deltaasl 0.00468 in= deformations on the outer radius, asl

Deformations deltabsl 0.00632 in= deformations on the inner radius, bsl

deltalsl 0.00498− in=

Principal stresses

SigIsl S1sl:= SigIsl 0=

SigIIsl
1
2

S2sl S3sl+( )⋅
S2sl S3sl−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shearsl2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

+:= SigIIsl 51695 psi=

SigIIIsl
1
2

S2sl S3sl+( )⋅
S2sl S3sl−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shearsl2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

−:= SigIIIsl 32301− psi=

Von Mises

VMsl
SigIsl SigIIsl−( )2 SigIIsl SigIIIsl−( )2+ SigIIIsl SigIsl−( )2+

2
:=

SYsl 171000 psi⋅:=
VMsl 73386 psi= <yield strength for FX-XTRA

steel at 248oF or 120oC, 171 ksi SFsl
SYsl
VMsl

:=

Safety factor on yield SFsl 2.3=
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Stresses and deformations for the 6 inch diameter insert 
(clearance of .012" between die and inner sleeve is assumed)

1) Calculate stresses that corresponds to a .006" radial deformation (at this point the insert
hits the inner sleeve) and a q1 pressure loading

ains
7.995

2
in⋅:= a=insert outer radius ains 4 in=

bins
6.000

2
in⋅:= b=insert inside radius bins 3 in=

wtins ains bins−:=bins
ains bins−

3.0= <10, use formulas for thick pressure vessels
wtins 0.998 in=

insert wall thickness

Roark's formula for Stress and Strain - thick pressure vessel with uniform internal
pressure q and no longitudinal pressure

lins 17.25 in⋅:= cylinder length of loaded portion

Eins 29 106
⋅ psi⋅:= Young's modulus for steel Die insert is FX-XTRA

steel, temper 1
nuins 0.32:= Poisson's ratio for steel

deltaains
.012

2
in⋅:= radial expansion to close maximum clearance deltaains 0.006 in=

q1 deltaains Eins⋅
ains2 bins2

−

2 ains⋅ bins2
⋅

⋅:= pressure required to close maximum clearance to main die
cylinder

q1 16879 psi=

deltabins
q1 bins⋅

Eins
ains2 bins2

+

ains2 bins2
−

nuins+
⎛⎜
⎜⎝

⎞⎟
⎟⎠

⋅:= change in inner radius at closing clearance

deltalins
q1− nuins⋅ lins⋅

Eins
2 bins2
⋅

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= change in length at closing clearance
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S1ins 0:= longitudinal stress

S2ins q1
ains2 bins2

+

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= maximum hoop or circumferential stress at r=bins

S3ins q1−:= maximum radial stress at r=bins

shearins q1
ains2

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= maximum shear at r=bins

Results

S2ins 60406 psi=
Max stresses due
to q1 loading S3ins 16879− psi=

shearins 38643 psi=

deltaains 0.006 in=Max deformations
due to q1 loading deltabins 0.00681 in=

deltalins 0.00829− in=

Principal stresses

SigIins S1ins:= SigIins 0=

SigIIins
1
2

S2ins S3ins+( )⋅
S2ins S3ins−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shearins2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

+:= SigIIins 76412 psi=

SigIIIins
1
2

S2ins S3ins+( )⋅
S2ins S3ins−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shearins2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

−:= SigIIIins 32885− psi=

Von Mises

VMins
SigIins SigIIins−( )2 SigIIins SigIIIins−( )2+ SigIIIins SigIins−( )2+

2
:=

VMins 97124 psi= <yield strength for FX-XTRA
steel at 248oF or 120oC, 171 ksi

SYins SYsl:=

SYins 171000 psi=
Safety factor on yield SFins

SYins
VMins

:=
SFins 1.8=
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2) Calculate stresses that corresponds to a 20,000 psi pressure loading starting from case 1
(the insert is flushed against the inner sleeve - thick cylinder has a wall thickness equal to
the one of the insert + the die inner sleeve)

a asl:= inner sleeve outer radius a 7.00 in=

b bins:= insert inside radius b 3.00 in=

b
a b−

0.8= <10, use formulas for thick pressure vessels

Roark's formula for Stress and Strain - thick pressure vessel with uniform internal
pressure q and no longitudinal pressure

l lins:= cylinder length under load

q2 q q1−:= pressure loading q2 3121 psi=

E Eins:= Young's modulus E 29 106
× psi=

nu nuins:= Poisson's ratio nu 0.32=

S1q2 0:= longitudinal stress

S2q2 q2
a2 b2

+

a2 b2
−

⋅:= maximum hoop or circumferential stress at r=bins, insert inner radius

S3q2 q2−:= maximum radial stress at r=bins, insert inner radius

shearq2 q2
a2

a2 b2
−

⋅:= maximum shear at r=bins, insert inner radius

deltaaq2
q2
E

2 a⋅ b2
⋅

a2 b2
−

⋅:= deformations on the die outer radius

deltabq2
q2 b⋅

E
a2 b2

+

a2 b2
−

nu+
⎛⎜
⎜⎝

⎞⎟
⎟⎠

⋅:= deformations on the insert inside radius

deltalq2
q2− nu⋅ l⋅

E
2 b2
⋅

a2 b2
−

⋅:= change in length
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Results
S2q2 4526 psi=

Max stresses due to q2 loading alone
S3q2 3121− psi=

shearq2 3823 psi=

deltaaq2 0.00034 in=

Max deformations due to q2 loading alone deltabq2 0.00057 in=

deltalq2 0.00027− in=

Maximum stresses at r=rins due to 20,000 psi loading (combined)

S1 S1ins S1q2+:= S1 0=

S2 S2ins S2q2+:= S2 64932 psi=

S3 S3ins S3q2+:= S3 20000− psi=

shear shearins shearq2+:= shear 42466 psi=

Maximum deformations due to 20,000 psi loading (combined)

deltaa deltaaq2:= deltaa 0.0003 in= die inner sleeve outer radius

deltab deltabins deltabq2+:= deltab 0.0074 in= insert inner radius

Principal stresses

SigI S1:= SigI 0=

SigII
1
2

S2 S3+( )⋅
S2 S3−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shear2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

+:= SigII 82522 psi=

SigIII
1
2

S2 S3+( )⋅
S2 S3−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shear2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

−:= SigIII 37590− psi=

Von Mises

VM
SigI SigII−( )2 SigII SigIII−( )2+ SigIII SigI−( )2+

2
:=

VM 106418 psi= <yield strength for FX-XTRA
steel at 248oF or 120oC, 171 ksi

SY SYsl:=

SY 171000 psi=
Safety factor on yield SF

SY
VM

:= SF 1.6=
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1200 Ton He Die Press 02/02/06

Stresses and deformations for the 6 inch diameter insert 
(clearance of .009" between die and inner sleeve is assumed)

1) Calculate stresses that corresponds to a .0045" radial deformation (at this point the insert
hits the inner sleeve) and a q1 pressure loading

ains
7.995

2
in⋅:= a=insert outer radius ains 4 in=

bins
6.00

2
in⋅:= b=insert inside radius bins 3 in=

wtins ains bins−:=bins
ains bins−

3= <10, use formulas for thick pressure vessels
wtins 0.998 in=

insert wall thickness

Roark's formula for Stress and Strain - thick pressure vessel with uniform internal
pressure q and no longitudinal pressure

lins 17.25 in⋅:= cylinder length of loaded portion

Eins 29 106
⋅ psi⋅:= Young's modulus for steel Die insert is FX-XTRA

steel, temper 1
nuins 0.32:= Poisson's ratio for steel

deltaains
.009

2
in⋅:= radial expansion to close maximum clearance deltaains 0.0045 in=

q1 deltaains Eins⋅
ains2 bins2

−

2 ains⋅ bins2
⋅

⋅:= pressure required to close maximum clearance to main die
cylinder

q1 12659psi=

deltabins
q1 bins⋅

Eins
ains2 bins2

+

ains2 bins2
−

nuins+
⎛⎜
⎜⎝

⎞⎟
⎟⎠

⋅:= change in inner radius at closing clearance

deltalins
q1− nuins⋅ lins⋅

Eins
2 bins2
⋅

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= change in length at closing clearance
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S1ins 0:= longitudinal stress

S2ins q1
ains2 bins2

+

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= maximum hoop or circumferential stress at r=bins

S3ins q1−:= maximum radial stress at r=bins

shearins q1
ains2

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= maximum shear at r=bins

Results

S2ins 45305 psi=
Max stresses due
to q1 loading S3ins 12659− psi=

shearins 28982 psi=

deltaains 0.0045 in=Max deformations
due to q1 loading deltabins 0.00511 in=

deltalins 0.00621− in=

Principal stresses

SigIins S1ins:= SigIins 0=

SigIIins
1
2

S2ins S3ins+( )⋅
S2ins S3ins−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shearins2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

+:= SigIIins 57309 psi=

SigIIIins
1
2

S2ins S3ins+( )⋅
S2ins S3ins−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shearins2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

−:= SigIIIins 24664− psi=

Von Mises

VMins
SigIins SigIIins−( )2 SigIIins SigIIIins−( )2+ SigIIIins SigIins−( )2+

2
:=

VMins 72843 psi= <yield strength for FX-XTRA
steel at 248oF or 120oC, 171 ksi

SYins 171000 psi⋅:=

Safety factor on yield SFins
SYins
VMins

:= SFins 2.3=
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2) Calculate stresses that corresponds to a 20,000 psi pressure loading starting from case 1
(the insert is flushed against the inner sleeve - thick cylinder has a wall thickness equal to
the one of the insert + the die inner sleeve)

a
14.000

2
in⋅:= inner sleeve outer radius a 7.00 in=

b bins:= insert inside radius b 3.00 in=

b
a b−

0.8= <10, use formulas for thick pressure vessels

Roark's formula for Stress and Strain - thick pressure vessel with uniform internal
pressure q and no longitudinal pressure

l lins:= cylinder length under load

q2 20000 psi⋅ q1−:= pressure loading q2 7341 psi=

E Eins:= Young's modulus E 29 106
× psi=

nu nuins:= Poisson's ratio nu 0.32=

S1q2 0:= longitudinal stress

S2q2 q2
a2 b2

+

a2 b2
−

⋅:= maximum hoop or circumferential stress at r=bins, insert inner radius

S3q2 q2−:= maximum radial stress at r=bins, insert inner radius

shearq2 q2
a2

a2 b2
−

⋅:= maximum shear at r=bins, insert inner radius

deltaaq2
q2
E

2 a⋅ b2
⋅

a2 b2
−

⋅:= deformations on the die outer radius

deltabq2
q2 b⋅

E
a2 b2

+

a2 b2
−

nu+
⎛⎜
⎜⎝

⎞⎟
⎟⎠

⋅:= deformations on the insert inside radius

deltalq2
q2− nu⋅ l⋅

E
2 b2
⋅

a2 b2
−

⋅:= change in length
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Results
S2q2 10644 psi=

Max stresses due to q2 loading alone
S3q2 7341− psi=

shearq2 8993 psi=

deltaaq2 0.0008 in=

Max deformations due to q2 loading alone deltabq2 0.00134 in=

deltalq2 0.00063− in=

Maximum stresses at r=rins due to 20,000 psi loading (combined)

S1 S1ins S1q2+:= S1 0=

S2 S2ins S2q2+:= S2 55949 psi=

S3 S3ins S3q2+:= S3 20000− psi=

shear shearins shearq2+:= shear 37974 psi=

Maximum deformations due to 20,000 psi loading (combined)

deltaa deltaaq2:= deltaa 0.0008 in= die inner sleeve outer radius

deltab deltabins deltabq2+:= deltab 0.0064 in= insert inner radius

Principal stresses

SigI S1:= SigI 0=

SigII
1
2

S2 S3+( )⋅
S2 S3−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shear2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

+:= SigII 71678 psi=

SigIII
1
2

S2 S3+( )⋅
S2 S3−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shear2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

−:= SigIII 35730− psi=

Von Mises

VM
SigI SigII−( )2 SigII SigIII−( )2+ SigIII SigI−( )2+

2
:=

VM 94739 psi= <yield strength for FX-XTRA
steel at 248oF or 120oC, 171 ksi

SY SYins:=

SY 171000 psi=
Safety factor on yield SF

SY
VM

:= SF 1.8=
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1200 Ton He Die Press 02/02/06

Stresses and deformations for the 6 inch diameter insert 
(clearance of .007" between die and inner sleeve is assumed)

1) Calculate stresses that corresponds to a .0035" radial deformation (at this point the insert
hits the inner sleeve) and a q1 pressure loading

ains
7.995

2
in⋅:= a=insert outer radius ains 4 in=

bins
6.00

2
in⋅:= b=insert inside radius bins 3 in=

wtins ains bins−:=bins
ains bins−

3= <10, use formulas for thick pressure vessels
wtins 0.998 in=

insert wall thickness

Roark's formula for Stress and Strain - thick pressure vessel with uniform internal
pressure q and no longitudinal pressure

lins 17.25 in⋅:= cylinder length of loaded portion

Eins 29 106
⋅ psi⋅:= Young's modulus for steel Die insert is FX-XTRA

steel, temper 1
nuins 0.32:= Poisson's ratio for steel

deltaains
.007

2
in⋅:= radial expansion to close maximum clearance deltaains 0.0035 in=

q1 deltaains Eins⋅
ains2 bins2

−

2 ains⋅ bins2
⋅

⋅:= pressure required to close maximum clearance to main die
cylinder

q1 9846 psi=

deltabins
q1 bins⋅

Eins
ains2 bins2

+

ains2 bins2
−

nuins+
⎛⎜
⎜⎝

⎞⎟
⎟⎠

⋅:= change in inner radius at closing clearance

deltalins
q1− nuins⋅ lins⋅

Eins
2 bins2
⋅

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= change in length at closing clearance
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S1ins 0:= longitudinal stress

S2ins q1
ains2 bins2

+

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= maximum hoop or circumferential stress at r=bins

S3ins q1−:= maximum radial stress at r=bins

shearins q1
ains2

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= maximum shear at r=bins

Results

S2ins 35237 psi=
Max stresses due
to q1 loading S3ins 9846− psi=

shearins 22541 psi=

deltaains 0.0035 in=Max deformations
due to q1 loading deltabins 0.00397 in=

deltalins 0.00483− in=

Principal stresses

SigIins S1ins:= SigIins 0=

SigIIins
1
2

S2ins S3ins+( )⋅
S2ins S3ins−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shearins2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

+:= SigIIins 44574 psi=

SigIIIins
1
2

S2ins S3ins+( )⋅
S2ins S3ins−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shearins2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

−:= SigIIIins 19183− psi=

Von Mises

VMins
SigIins SigIIins−( )2 SigIIins SigIIIins−( )2+ SigIIIins SigIins−( )2+

2
:=

VMins 56656 psi= <yield strength for FX-XTRA
steel at 248oF or 120oC, 171 ksi

SYins 171000 psi⋅:=

Safety factor on yield SFins
SYins
VMins

:= SFins 3.0=
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2) Calculate stresses that corresponds to a 20,000 psi pressure loading starting from case 1
(the insert is flushed against the inner sleeve - thick cylinder has a wall thickness equal to
the one of the insert + the die inner sleeve)

a
14.000

2
in⋅:= inner sleeve outer radius a 7.00 in=

b bins:= insert inside radius b 3.00 in=

b
a b−

0.8= <10, use formulas for thick pressure vessels

Roark's formula for Stress and Strain - thick pressure vessel with uniform internal
pressure q and no longitudinal pressure

l lins:= cylinder length under load

q2 20000 psi⋅ q1−:= pressure loading q2 10154 psi=

E Eins:= Young's modulus E 29 106
× psi=

nu nuins:= Poisson's ratio nu 0.32=

S1q2 0:= longitudinal stress

S2q2 q2
a2 b2

+

a2 b2
−

⋅:= maximum hoop or circumferential stress at r=bins, insert inner radius

S3q2 q2−:= maximum radial stress at r=bins, insert inner radius

shearq2 q2
a2

a2 b2
−

⋅:= maximum shear at r=bins, insert inner radius

deltaaq2
q2
E

2 a⋅ b2
⋅

a2 b2
−

⋅:= deformations on the die outer radius

deltabq2
q2 b⋅

E
a2 b2

+

a2 b2
−

nu+
⎛⎜
⎜⎝

⎞⎟
⎟⎠

⋅:= deformations on the insert inside radius

deltalq2
q2− nu⋅ l⋅

E
2 b2
⋅

a2 b2
−

⋅:= change in length
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Results
S2q2 14723 psi=

Max stresses due to q2 loading alone
S3q2 10154− psi=

shearq2 12439 psi=

deltaaq2 0.0011 in=

Max deformations due to q2 loading alone deltabq2 0.00186 in=

deltalq2 0.00087− in=

Maximum stresses at r=rins due to 20,000 psi loading (combined)

S1 S1ins S1q2+:= S1 0=

S2 S2ins S2q2+:= S2 49960 psi=

S3 S3ins S3q2+:= S3 20000− psi=

shear shearins shearq2+:= shear 34980 psi=

Maximum deformations due to 20,000 psi loading (combined)

deltaa deltaaq2:= deltaa 0.0011 in= die inner sleeve outer radius

deltab deltabins deltabq2+:= deltab 0.0058 in= insert inner radius

Principal stresses

SigI S1:= SigI 0=

SigII
1
2

S2 S3+( )⋅
S2 S3−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shear2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

+:= SigII 64449 psi=

SigIII
1
2

S2 S3+( )⋅
S2 S3−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shear2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

−:= SigIII 34489− psi=

Von Mises

VM
SigI SigII−( )2 SigII SigIII−( )2+ SigIII SigI−( )2+

2
:=

VM 86983 psi= <yield strength for FX-XTRA
steel at 248oF or 120oC, 171 ksi

SY SYins:=

SY 171000 psi=
Safety factor on yield SF

SY
VM

:= SF 2.0=
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1200 Ton He Die Press 02/02/06

Stresses and deformations for the 6 inch diameter insert 
(clearance of .005" between die and inner sleeve is assumed)

1) Calculate stresses that corresponds to a .0025" radial deformation (at this point the insert
hits the inner sleeve) and a q1 pressure loading

ains
7.995

2
in⋅:= a=insert outer radius ains 4 in=

bins
6.00

2
in⋅:= b=insert inside radius bins 3 in=

wtins ains bins−:=bins
ains bins−

3= <10, use formulas for thick pressure vessels
wtins 0.998 in=

insert wall thickness

Roark's formula for Stress and Strain - thick pressure vessel with uniform internal
pressure q and no longitudinal pressure

lins 17.25 in⋅:= cylinder length of loaded portion

Eins 29 106
⋅ psi⋅:= Young's modulus for steel Die insert is FX-XTRA

steel, temper 1
nuins 0.32:= Poisson's ratio for steel

deltaains
.005

2
in⋅:= radial expansion to close maximum clearance deltaains 0.0025 in=

q1 deltaains Eins⋅
ains2 bins2

−

2 ains⋅ bins2
⋅

⋅:= pressure required to close maximum clearance to main die
cylinder

q1 7033 psi=

deltabins
q1 bins⋅

Eins
ains2 bins2

+

ains2 bins2
−

nuins+
⎛⎜
⎜⎝

⎞⎟
⎟⎠

⋅:= change in inner radius at closing clearance

deltalins
q1− nuins⋅ lins⋅

Eins
2 bins2
⋅

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= change in length at closing clearance
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S1ins 0:= longitudinal stress

S2ins q1
ains2 bins2

+

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= maximum hoop or circumferential stress at r=bins

S3ins q1−:= maximum radial stress at r=bins

shearins q1
ains2

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= maximum shear at r=bins

Results

S2ins 25169 psi=
Max stresses due
to q1 loading S3ins 7033− psi=

shearins 16101 psi=

deltaains 0.0025 in=Max deformations
due to q1 loading deltabins 0.00284 in=

deltalins 0.00345− in=

Principal stresses

SigIins S1ins:= SigIins 0=

SigIIins
1
2

S2ins S3ins+( )⋅
S2ins S3ins−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shearins2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

+:= SigIIins 31838 psi=

SigIIIins
1
2

S2ins S3ins+( )⋅
S2ins S3ins−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shearins2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

−:= SigIIIins 13702− psi=

Von Mises

VMins
SigIins SigIIins−( )2 SigIIins SigIIIins−( )2+ SigIIIins SigIins−( )2+

2
:=

VMins 40468 psi= <yield strength for FX-XTRA
steel at 248oF or 120oC, 171 ksi

SYins 171000 psi⋅:=

Safety factor on yield SFins
SYins
VMins

:= SFins 4.2=
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2) Calculate stresses that corresponds to a 20,000 psi pressure loading starting from case 1
(the insert is flushed against the inner sleeve - thick cylinder has a wall thickness equal to
the one of the insert + the die inner sleeve)

a
14.000

2
in⋅:= inner sleeve outer radius a 7.00 in=

b bins:= insert inside radius b 3.00 in=

b
a b−

0.8= <10, use formulas for thick pressure vessels

Roark's formula for Stress and Strain - thick pressure vessel with uniform internal
pressure q and no longitudinal pressure

l lins:= cylinder length under load

q2 20000 psi⋅ q1−:= pressure loading q2 12967 psi=

E Eins:= Young's modulus E 29 106
× psi=

nu nuins:= Poisson's ratio nu 0.32=

S1q2 0:= longitudinal stress

S2q2 q2
a2 b2

+

a2 b2
−

⋅:= maximum hoop or circumferential stress at r=bins, insert inner radius

S3q2 q2−:= maximum radial stress at r=bins, insert inner radius

shearq2 q2
a2

a2 b2
−

⋅:= maximum shear at r=bins, insert inner radius

deltaaq2
q2
E

2 a⋅ b2
⋅

a2 b2
−

⋅:= deformations on the die outer radius

deltabq2
q2 b⋅

E
a2 b2

+

a2 b2
−

nu+
⎛⎜
⎜⎝

⎞⎟
⎟⎠

⋅:= deformations on the insert inside radius

deltalq2
q2− nu⋅ l⋅

E
2 b2
⋅

a2 b2
−

⋅:= change in length
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Results
S2q2 18802 psi=

Max stresses due to q2 loading alone
S3q2 12967− psi=

shearq2 15885 psi=

deltaaq2 0.00141 in=

Max deformations due to q2 loading alone deltabq2 0.00237 in=

deltalq2 0.00111− in=

Maximum stresses at r=rins due to 20,000 psi loading (combined)

S1 S1ins S1q2+:= S1 0=

S2 S2ins S2q2+:= S2 43972 psi=

S3 S3ins S3q2+:= S3 20000− psi=

shear shearins shearq2+:= shear 31986 psi=

Maximum deformations due to 20,000 psi loading (combined)

deltaa deltaaq2:= deltaa 0.0014 in= die inner sleeve outer radius

deltab deltabins deltabq2+:= deltab 0.0052 in= insert inner radius

Principal stresses

SigI S1:= SigI 0=

SigII
1
2

S2 S3+( )⋅
S2 S3−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shear2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

+:= SigII 57220 psi=

SigIII
1
2

S2 S3+( )⋅
S2 S3−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shear2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

−:= SigIII 33249− psi=

Von Mises

VM
SigI SigII−( )2 SigII SigIII−( )2+ SigIII SigI−( )2+

2
:=

VM 79260 psi= <yield strength for FX-XTRA
steel at 248oF or 120oC, 171 ksi

SY SYins:=

SY 171000 psi=
Safety factor on yield SF

SY
VM

:= SF 2.2=
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1200 Ton HE Die Press 02/02/06

Stresses and deformations for 4.25" inch insert
(.005" to .012" clearance between the insert and the inner die sleeve)

ains
7.995

2
in⋅:= insert outer radius ains 3.998 in=

bins
4.250

2
in⋅:= insert inside radius bins 2.125 in=

bins
ains bins−

1.1= <10, use formulas for thick pressure vessels wallt ains bins−:=

4.25" insert wall thickness wallt 1.873 in=

Roark's formula for Stress and Strain - thick pressure vessel with uniform internal
pressure q=20,000 psi and no longitudinal pressure

lins 12.75 in⋅:= cylinder length or loaded length at full pressure

q 20000 psi⋅:= pressure loading

Eins 29 106
⋅ psi⋅:= Young's modulus for steel 4.25" insert is FX-XTRA steel,

temper 1
nuins 0.32:= Poisson's ratio for steel

S1ins 0:= longitudinal stress

S2ins q
ains2 bins2

+

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= maximum hoop or circumferential stress at r=bins

S3ins q−:= maximum radial stress at r=bins

shearins q
ains2

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= maximum shear at r=bins

deltaains
q

Eins
2 ains⋅ bins2

⋅

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= deformations on the outer radius, ains

deltabins
q bins⋅
Eins

ains2 bins2
+

ains2 bins2
−

nuins+
⎛⎜
⎜⎝

⎞⎟
⎟⎠

⋅:= deformations on the inside radius, bins

deltalins
q− nuins⋅ lins⋅

Eins
2 bins2
⋅

ains2 bins2
−

⋅:= change in length
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Results

S2ins 35755 psi=

Max stresses S3ins 20000− psi=

shearins 27878 psi=

deltaains 0.00217 in= deformations on the outer radius, asl

Deformations deltabins 0.00309 in= deformations on the inner radius, bsl

deltalins 0.00222− in=

Principal stresses

SigIins S1ins:= SigIins 0=

SigIIins
1
2

S2ins S3ins+( )⋅
S2ins S3ins−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shearins2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

+:= SigIIins 47303 psi=

SigIIIins
1
2

S2ins S3ins+( )⋅
S2ins S3ins−

2
⎛⎜
⎝

⎞⎟
⎠

2
shearins2+

⎡
⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎦

0.5

−:= SigIIIins 31547− psi=

Von Mises

VMins
SigIins SigIIins−( )2 SigIIins SigIIIins−( )2+ SigIIIins SigIins−( )2+

2
:=

SYins 171000 psi⋅:=
VMins 68739 psi= <yield strength for FX-XTRA

steel at 248oF or 120oC, 171 ksi SFins
SYins
VMins

:=

Safety factor on yield SFins 2.5=
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Technical Data Sheet 

AMPCO 25 

Nominal compositon: 
 
(not published) 
 

 

 

Mechanical and physical properties 
 

Units Extrusions Continuous Cast 

1) Brinell hardness   BHN 30 375 364 
2) Rockwell hardness   HRC 40 38 
3) Compressive strength Rmc KSI 229 225 
4) Compressive strength, 0.1 % perm. set KSI 102 100 
5) Modulus of elasticity E KSI 15954 15954 

6) Density ρ LBS / IN3 0.250 

7) Coefficient of expansion α IN / IN / °F 9.00 x 10-6 

8) Thermal conductivity λ CGS 0.078 
9a) Electrical conductivity γ (1 mm² 
section) 

Microhms/Meter 250 

9b)   Electrical conductivity I.A.C.S % 8 
10)   Specific heat cp BTU / LB. °F 0.100 

Indicated values are nominals. Assurances given with respect to properties or uses are subject to written approval 
from AMPCO. 

AMPCO 25 is a patented alloy which displays outstanding mechanical properties. 
The extreme hardness, linked with an excellent compressive strength and very good 
friction properties, makes it ideal as a forming and drawing die material. 
As the elongation of the material is nil, thin sections should be avoided and the material 
should be well backed up. 
 
APPLICATIONS: 
The phenomenal success of this alloy led to its use as forming rolls, bending and wiping 
blocks and it is considered the standard material in this field of applications. 
Due to its inherent friction properties, this alloy has an excellent behaviour in any wear 
application where high compression loads are present. 
 

Extruded bars and Continuous Cast 
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X-Sieve: CMU Sieve 2.2  
X-Spam-Checker-Version: SpamAssassin 3.1.0 (2005-09-13) on  
        calypso.ampcometal.com  
X-Spam-Level:  
X-Spam-Status: No, score=0.0 required=5.0 tests=none autolearn=unavailable  
        version=3.1.0  
X-MessageWall-Score: 0 (ampcometal.com)  
From: "Ampco Metal - Fernand Beyeler" <beyeler@ampcometal.com>  
To: "'Lucie Parietti'" <parietti@lanl.gov>  
Subject: RE: AMPCO 25 info needed  
Date: Tue, 14 Feb 2006 08:30:29 +0100  
X-Mailer: Microsoft Office Outlook, Build 11.0.5510  
Thread-Index: AcYw1b/CsFuRbw8NSKausLn1xWwK7QAYqZ+g  
X-Proofpoint-Spam: 0  
X-PMX-Version: 4.7.0.111621  
 
Dear Lucie, 
 
It is brittle. 
 
Best regards 
 
Fernand 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Lucie Parietti [mailto:parietti@lanl.gov]  
Sent: lundi, 13. février 2006 20:43 
To: Ampco Metal - Fernand Beyeler 
Subject: RE: AMPCO 25 info needed 
 
Dear Fernand, 
 
One more quick question...  Would you classify AMPCO 25 as a material with  
a plastic or a brittle failure?  Would it fail the same way in both tension  
and compression? 
Thank you for the info. 
Regards, 
 
Lucie. 
 
At 09:40 AM 2/13/2006, you wrote: 
>Dear Lucie, 
> 
>At 120°C, just take 85% of the values. 
> 
>Best regards 
> 
>Fernand Ampco Metal 
> 
>-----Original Message----- 
>From: Lucie Parietti [mailto:parietti@lanl.gov] 
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>Sent: lundi, 13. février 2006 16:26 
>To: Ampco Metal - Fernand Beyeler 
>Subject: RE: AMPCO 25 info needed 
> 
>Dear Fernand, 
> 
>Thank you for your reply. 
>I assume the tensile strength listed below as well as the compressive 
>strength listed on your web site (100 ksi at 0.1% perm. set) are for room 
>temperature applications. In my case, the AMPCO 25 parts would be used at 
>120C (248F).  Do you have any data on temperature dependency of compressive 
>and tensile yield strengths for AMPCO 25?  If not, any feel for how much of 
>a drop in yield and tensile strengths one should expect? 
> 
>Regards, 
> 
>Lucie Parietti. 
> 
>At 02:56 AM 2/11/2006, you wrote: 
> 
> 
> >Dear Lucie Parietti, 
> > 
> >Ampco 25 is designed to be used primarily under compression, that is why 
> >when used for deep drawing dies as an example, the Ampco 25 dies are 
> >inserted in steel rings in order to minimize the effects of tensions in 
> >pulling mode on the Ampco 25 die itself. 
> > 
> >It has anyway some tensile strength so that some Ampco 25 are used 
without 
> >being inserted in steel frames. 
> > 
> >This tensile strength is also shown in our website under 
> > 
> >http://www.ampcometal.com/en/index.php?page=technical_data 
> > 
> >where you can see that both tensile Rm and yield Rp0.5 strength are 
greater 
> >than 500 MPa (72.5 KSI) 
> > 
> >The Poisson' ratio is 0.312 
> > 
> >Ampco 25 is available from stock for immediate delivery, so just tell us 
> >dimensions and quantities needed. 
> > 
> >Best regards 
> > 
> >Fernand Beyeler Ampco Metal 
> > 
> > 
> > 
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> >-----Original Message----- 
> >From: Lucie Parietti [mailto:parietti@lanl.gov] 
> >Sent: mercredi, 8. février 2006 22:55 
> >To: info@ampcometal.ch 
> >Subject: AMPCO 25 info needed 
> > 
> >Hi, 
> > 
> >I'm looking into using AMPCO 25 for one of our applications.  To perform 
> >preliminary design calculations, I need to know the tensile and 
compressive 
> >yield strength of this material, as well as the Poisson's ratio.  Would 
you 
> >have any data on that? I looked at the material data sheets on your web 
> >site but you do not list yield strengths for this grade... 
> >Thanks for your help, 
> > 
> >Lucie P. 
> > 
> >~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
> > 
> >This message contains no information that requires ADC review. 
> > 
> >~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
> >Lucie Parietti 
> >Applied Engineering Technologies, ESA-AET 
> >Engineering Sciences and Applications Division 
> >Los Alamos National Laboratory 
> >Mail Stop J576 
> >Los Alamos, NM  87545 
> > 
> >Phone: (505) 665-8607 
> >FAX: (505) 667-0600 
> >e-mail: parietti@lanl.gov 
> >~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
> > 
> > 
> > 
> >__________ NOD32 1.1403 (20060210) Information __________ 
> > 
> >This message was checked by NOD32 antivirus system. 
> >http://www.eset.com 
> 
>~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
> 
>This message contains no information that requires ADC review. 
> 
>~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
>Lucie Parietti 
>Applied Engineering Technologies, ESA-AET 
>Engineering Sciences and Applications Division 
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Clearance Analysis: inner die sleeve to outer die sleeve (outer die inner diameter nominal dimension, 18.005", as shown on drawings)

Die configuration 8" 8" 8" 12" 12"

Inner sleeve/Insert 8" die 6" insert 4.25" insert 12" die 10" insert
Inner sleeve outer diameter (in) 14.000 14.000 14.000 18.000 18.000
Tolerance (+, diameter, in) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Drawing # 06016-1 06016-1 06016-1 06004-1 06004-1
Max inner sleeve outer radius (in) 7 7 7 9 9
Coefficient of thermal expansion (in/in/oF) (FX-XTRA T1 steel) 6.60E-06 6.60E-06 6.60E-06 6.60E-06 6.60E-06
Machining temperature (oC) 25 25 25 25 25
Operating temperature (oC) 120 120 120 120 120
Delta T (oC) 95 95 95 95 95
Delta T (oF) 171 171 171 171 171

Outer sleeve
Outer sleeve inner diameter (in) 14.005 14.005 14.005 18.005 18.005
Tolerance (-, diameter, in) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Drawing # 06017-1 06017-1 06017-1 06005-1 06005-1
Min outer sleeve inner radius 7.0025 7.0025 7.0025 9.0025 9.0025
Coefficient of thermal expansion (in/in/oF) (304 SST) 9.89E-06 9.89E-06 9.89E-06 9.89E-06 9.89E-06
Machining temperature (oC) 25 25 25 25 25
Operating temperature (oC) 120 120 120 120 120
Delta T (oC) 95 95 95 95 95
Delta T (oF) 171 171 171 171 171

Inner sleeve/ insert deformations
Inner sleeve outer radius radial expansion due to 20,000 psi (in) 0.00468 0.0008 0.00217 0.00993 0.0042 (Appendix B)
Inner sleeve outer radius thermal radial expansion (in) 0.00790 0.00790 0.00790 0.01016 0.01016

Outer sleeve deformations
Outer sleeve inner radius thermal expansion (radial) 0.01184 0.01184 0.01184 0.01522 0.01522

Clearance inner die sleeve/insert to outer die sleeve
Radius clearance between inner sleeve and outer sleeve (inch) 0.002 0.006 0.004 -0.002 0.003
Diameter clearance between inner sleeve and outer sleeve (inch) 0.004 0.011 0.009 -0.005 0.007
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Clearance Analysis: inner die sleeve to outer die sleeve (outer die inner diameter nominal dimension, 18.015")

Die configuration 8" 8" 8" 12" 12"

Inner sleeve/Insert 8" die 6" insert 4.25" insert 12" die 10" insert
Inner sleeve outer diameter (in) 14.000 14.000 14.000 18.000 18.000
Tolerance (+, diameter, in) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Drawing # 06016-1 06016-1 06016-1 06004-1 060004-1
Max inner sleeve outer radius (in) 7 7 7 9 9
Coefficient of thermal expansion (in/in/oF) (FX-XTRA T1 steel) 6.60E-06 6.60E-06 6.60E-06 6.60E-06 6.60E-06
Machining temperature (oC) 25 25 25 25 25
Operating temperature (oC) 120 120 120 120 120
Delta T (oC) 95 95 95 95 95
Delta T (oF) 171 171 171 171 171

Outer sleeve
Outer sleeve inner diameter (in) 14.005 14.005 14.005 18.015 18.015
Tolerance (-, diameter, in) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Drawing # 06017-1 06017-1 06017-1 N/A N/A
Min outer sleeve inner radius 7.0025 7.0025 7.0025 9.0075 9.0075
Coefficient of thermal expansion (in/in/oF) (304 SST) 9.89E-06 9.89E-06 9.89E-06 9.89E-06 9.89E-06
Machining temperature (oC) 25 25 25 25 25
Operating temperature (oC) 120 120 120 120 120
Delta T (oC) 95 95 95 95 95
Delta T (oF) 171 171 171 171 171

Inner sleeve/ insert deformations
Inner sleeve outer radius radial expansion due to 20,000 psi (in) 0.00468 0.0008 0.00217 0.00993 0.0042 (Appendix B)
Inner sleeve outer radius thermal radial expansion (in) 0.00790 0.00790 0.00790 0.01016 0.01016

Outer sleeve deformations
Outer sleeve inner radius thermal expansion (radial) 0.01184 0.01184 0.01184 0.01523 0.01523

Clearance inner die sleeve/insert to outer die sleeve
Radius clearance between inner sleeve and outer sleeve (inch) 0.002 0.006 0.004 0.003 0.008
Diameter clearance between inner sleeve and outer sleeve (inch) 0.004 0.011 0.009 0.005 0.017
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Clearance Analysis: outer die sleeve to vacuum shroud - case 1
Assume vaccum shroud at same temperature as outer sleeve 

Die configuration 8" 8" 8" 12" 12"

Vacuum shroud 8" die 6" insert 4.25" insert 12" die 10" insert
Vacuum shroud inner diameter (in) 16.000 16.000 16.000 20.000 20.000
Tolerance (-, diameter, in) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Drawing # 06018-1 06018-1 06018-1 06006-1 06006-1
Min vacuum shroud inner radius (in) 8 8 8 10 10
Coefficient of thermal expansion (in/in/oF) (304 SST) 9.89E-06 9.89E-06 9.89E-06 9.89E-06 9.89E-06
Machining temperature (oC) 25 25 25 25 25
Operating temperature (oC) 120 120 120 120 120
Delta T (oC) 95 95 95 95 95
Delta T (oF) 171 171 171 171 171

Outer sleeve
Outer sleeve outer diameter (in) 15.995 15.995 15.995 19.995 19.995
Tolerance (+, diameter, in) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Drawing # 06017-1 06017-1 06017-1 06005-1 06005-1
Max outer sleeve outer radius 7.9975 7.9975 7.9975 9.9975 9.9975
Coefficient of thermal expansion (in/in/oF) (304 SST) 9.89E-06 9.89E-06 9.89E-06 9.89E-06 9.89E-06
Machining temperature (oC) 25 25 25 25 25
Operating temperature (oC) 120 120 120 120 120
Delta T (oC) 95 95 95 95 95
Delta T (oF) 171 171 171 171 171

Vacuum shroud deformations
Vacuum shroud inner radius thermal radial expansion (in) 0.01353 0.01353 0.01353 0.01691 0.01691

Outer sleeve deformations
Outer sleeve outer radius thermal expansion (radial) 0.01353 0.01353 0.01353 0.01691 0.01691

Clearance outer die sleeve to vacuum shroud
Radius clearance between outer die sleeve and vacuum shroud (inch) 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003 0.003
Diameter clearance between outer die sleeve and vacuum shroud (inch) 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005
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Clearance Analysis: outer die sleeve to vacuum shroud - case 2
Assume vaccum shroud at 0oC, while outer sleeve at 120oC

Dimensions as shown on drawings

Die configuration 8" 8" 8" 12" 12"

Vacuum shroud 8" die 6" insert 4.25" insert 12" die 10" insert
Vacuum shroud inner diameter (in) 16.000 16.000 16.000 20.000 20.000
Tolerance (-, diameter, in) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Drawing # 06018-1 06018-1 06018-1 06006-1 06006-1
Min vacuum shroud inner radius (in) 8 8 8 10 10
Coefficient of thermal expansion (in/in/oF) (304 SST) 9.89E-06 9.89E-06 9.89E-06 9.89E-06 9.89E-06
Machining temperature (oC) 25 25 25 25 25
Operating temperature (oC) 0 0 0 0 0
Delta T (oC) -25 -25 -25 -25 -25
Delta T (oF) -45 -45 -45 -45 -45

Outer sleeve
Outer sleeve outer diameter (in) 15.995 15.995 15.995 19.995 19.995
Tolerance (+, diameter, in) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Drawing # 06017-1 06017-1 06017-1 06005-1 06005-1
Max outer sleeve outer radius 7.9975 7.9975 7.9975 9.9975 9.9975
Coefficient of thermal expansion (in/in/oF) (304 SST) 9.89E-06 9.89E-06 9.89E-06 9.89E-06 9.89E-06
Machining temperature (oC) 25 25 25 25 25
Operating temperature (oC) 120 120 120 120 120
Delta T (oC) 95 95 95 95 95
Delta T (oF) 171 171 171 171 171

Vacuum shroud deformations
Vacuum shroud inner radius thermal radial expansion (in) -0.00356 -0.00356 -0.00356 -0.00445 -0.00445

Outer sleeve deformations
Outer sleeve outer radius thermal expansion (radial) 0.01353 0.01353 0.01353 0.01691 0.01691

Clearance outer die sleeve to vacuum shroud
Radius clearance between outer die sleeve and vacuum shroud (inch) -0.015 -0.015 -0.015 -0.019 -0.019
Diameter clearance between outer die sleeve and vacuum shroud (inch) -0.029 -0.029 -0.029 -0.038 -0.038
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Clearance Analysis: outer die sleeve to vacuum shroud - case 2
Assume vaccum shroud at 0oC, while outer sleeve at 120oC

Outer sleeve outer diameter decreased by .045"

Die configuration 8" 8" 8" 12" 12"

Vacuum shroud 8" die 6" insert 4.25" insert 12" die 10" insert
Vacuum shroud inner diameter (in) 16.000 16.000 16.000 20.000 20.000
Tolerance (-, diameter, in) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Drawing # 06018-1 06018-1 06018-1 06006-1 06006-1
Min vacuum shroud inner radius (in) 8 8 8 10 10
Coefficient of thermal expansion (in/in/oF) (304 SST) 9.89E-06 9.89E-06 9.89E-06 9.89E-06 9.89E-06
Machining temperature (oC) 25 25 25 25 25
Operating temperature (oC) 0 0 0 0 0
Delta T (oC) -25 -25 -25 -25 -25
Delta T (oF) -45 -45 -45 -45 -45

Outer sleeve
Outer sleeve outer diameter (in) 15.950 15.950 15.950 19.950 19.950
Tolerance (+, diameter, in) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Drawing # 06017-1 06017-1 06017-1 06005-1 06005-1
Max outer sleeve outer radius 7.975 7.975 7.975 9.975 9.975
Coefficient of thermal expansion (in/in/oF) (304 SST) 9.89E-06 9.89E-06 9.89E-06 9.89E-06 9.89E-06
Machining temperature (oC) 25 25 25 25 25
Operating temperature (oC) 120 120 120 120 120
Delta T (oC) 95 95 95 95 95
Delta T (oF) 171 171 171 171 171

Vacuum shroud deformations
Vacuum shroud inner radius thermal radial expansion (in) -0.00356 -0.00356 -0.00356 -0.00445 -0.00445

Outer sleeve deformations
Outer sleeve outer radius thermal expansion (radial) 0.01349 0.01349 0.01349 0.01687 0.01687

Clearance outer die sleeve to vacuum shroud
Radius clearance between outer die sleeve and vacuum shroud (inch) 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.004 0.004
Diameter clearance between outer die sleeve and vacuum shroud (inch) 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.007 0.007
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Clearance Analysis: bronze components (upper/lower punch and spacers) to inner die sleeve - case 1
Assume no pressure loading 

Die configuration 8" 8" 8" 12" 12"

Inner sleeve/Insert 8" die 6" insert 4.25" insert 12" die 10" insert
Inner die sleeve or insert inner diameter (in) 8.000 6.000 4.250 12.000 10.000
Tolerance (-, diameter, in) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Drawing # 06016-1 06022-2 06026-6 06004-1 06011-1
Min inner sleeve or insert inner radius (in) 4 3 2.125 6 5
Coefficient of thermal expansion (in/in/oF) (FX-XTRA T1 steel) 6.60E-06 6.60E-06 6.60E-06 6.60E-06 6.60E-06
Machining temperature (oC) 25 25 25 25 25
Operating temperature (oC) 120 120 120 120 120
Delta T (oC) 95 95 95 95 95
Delta T (oF) 171 171 171 171 171

Lower/upper punch or spacers
Lower/upper punch or spacer outer diameter (in) 7.990 5.990 4.240 11.990 9.990
Tolerance (+, diameter, in) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Drawing # 06019-2,4,5 06023-1,2,4 06027-1,2,3 06008-1,3,4 06012-1,3,4
Max lower/upper punch or spacer outer radius 3.995 2.995 2.120 5.995 4.995
Coefficient of thermal expansion (in/in/oF) (AMPCO 25) 9.00E-06 9.00E-06 9.00E-06 9.00E-06 9.00E-06
Machining temperature (oC) 25 25 25 25 25
Operating temperature (oC) 120 120 120 120 120
Delta T (oC) 95 95 95 95 95
Delta T (oF) 171 171 171 171 171

Inner sleeve/insert deformations
Inner sleeve or insert inner radius thermal radial expansion (in) 0.00451 0.00339 0.00240 0.00677 0.00564

Lower/upper punch or spacers deformations
Lower/upper punch or spacers outer radius thermal expansion (radial) 0.00615 0.00461 0.00326 0.00923 0.00769

Clearance bronze components to inner die sleeve
Radius clearance between outer die sleeve and vacuum shroud (inch) 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.003
Diameter clearance between outer die sleeve and vacuum shroud (inch) 0.007 0.008 0.008 0.005 0.006
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Clearance Analysis: upper punch to inner die sleeve - case 2
Assume pressure loading 

Die configuration 8" 8" 8" 12" 12"
Inner sleeve/Insert 8" die 6" insert 4.25" insert 12" die 10" insert
Inner die sleeve or insert inner diameter (in) 8.000 6.000 4.250 12.000 10.000
Tolerance (-, diameter, in) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Drawing # 06016-1 06022-2 06026-6 06004-1 06011-1
Min inner sleeve or insert inner radius (in) 4 3 2.125 6 5
Coefficient of thermal expansion (in/in/oF) (FX-XTRA T1 steel) 6.60E-06 6.60E-06 6.60E-06 6.60E-06 6.60E-06
Machining temperature (oC) 25 25 25 25 25
Operating temperature (oC) 120 120 120 120 120
Delta T (oC) 95 95 95 95 95
Delta T (oF) 171 171 171 171 171
Upper punch
Upper punch outer diameter (in) 7.990 5.990 4.240 11.990 9.990
Tolerance (+, diameter, in) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Drawing # 06019-2 06023-1 06027-1 06008-1 06012-1
Max upper punch outer radius 3.995 2.995 2.120 5.995 4.995
Coefficient of thermal expansion (in/in/oF) (AMPCO 25) 9.00E-06 9.00E-06 9.00E-06 9.00E-06 9.00E-06
Machining temperature (oC) 25 25 25 25 25
Operating temperature (oC) 120 120 120 120 120
Delta T (oC) 95 95 95 95 95
Delta T (oF) 171 171 171 171 171
Internal pressure (psi) 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000
Young's modulus (psi) 2.0E+07 2.0E+07 2.0E+07 2.0E+07 2.0E+07
Poisson's ratio 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32

Inner sleeve/insert deformations
Inner sleeve or insert inner radius radial expansion due to 20,000 psi (in) 0.00632 0.0064 0.00309 0.01208 0.0106 (Appendix B)
Inner sleeve or insert inner radius thermal radial expansion (in) 0.00451 0.00339 0.00240 0.00677 0.00564
Upper punch deformations
Upper punch outer radius radial expansion due to 20,000 psi (in) 0.00128 0.00096 0.00068 0.00192 0.00160
Upper punch outer radius thermal expansion (radial) 0.00615 0.00461 0.00326 0.00923 0.00769

Clearance bronze components to inner die sleeve
Radius clearance between outer die sleeve and vacuum shroud (inch) 0.008 0.009 0.007 0.013 0.012
Diameter clearance between outer die sleeve and vacuum shroud (inch) 0.017 0.018 0.013 0.025 0.024
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